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2

P D _C 1 '

The Chairman. Gentlemen.

What rule are 'e on?

Kr. ,Rob~flsor1. 59. 7 think we 1,ad finshe4 •th 58.

The Chairman. In connection Vith Rule 58 1 have just re-

v te r har Chapel, chief of probations,

with some valuable sug-,stions. it fitas rVi.ht 1 in vith the re-

marks made yesterday by .Ir. _TIuack, and T;r. Ivechsler. We are

tlurnl- I~t over lo the R~epor•t s Ihjat if possible he can in-

corporate those ciC

If there Is notuhng further on 523 w 41 turn to 59.

Mr. Robinsonl. F- too will be connect•ed wi th our con-

i inh re7ard to the relation of the rules to appeals.

sikle a ons Vl• re ,hr

i do not believe I have any comment on 59.

Kr. ,edaL' . T vould like to kriow about tlas proulrLs5on.

beg'ififZ at line a and on to line 7:

the .cort I. open th.e Iudgment if one has been

entere.d, take ar: d t on91 test'ralo y, a -mne fininso f

fact anD- cn-i'-33ons of l&a4
r oltf ave to be changer T th'nk in

,ir. •oltz o 7. nt would 1-i t

the light of a chane e made yestnro 
te rule

as to fi1ndings of fact.

Uredalle. Yes, but now, why "addicional testimony"

I suppose the judge could take it if he were the sole trier

of the fact.

!r. Robioson. That is what it says in line r, "tried

without a jura

Mr. k~d.lCla . Clh, that is right. Excuse me.

J,'i. !ýRobinson. Pa rdonri
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Cr. hea~lie. Ihst is the answer. Pardon my interPOSto.

The Chairman. You W1 n k;:.he part in line ?, "amend fin-

IDgs of fact", out, though, do you notr

nr. Ho-lzoff. Yes.

Kr. YoungquI s t. ha t would make it, then.

Mr. Robinson. Yes, thar is right.

he, uirumaan "vnd ,./ak new. find.rin3s und conclusions.

Hr Y ot&4ulJ t, He r -, not ma fi r3 rs en3 d. conclusions,

un.Ir the practi wce me asre on 1este.vdy.

The Chairman. That, !s Aft.

Hr. pobVso V. Yes.

2he Chairman. Lines 7 Nnd 9 are out.

Kr. Robinson. "rWd direct t9e entry AV P ne:vw juagment."

iK& Cha'i-rmn.~ That Ls in, suppose.

,r. Robi rOn. Yos.

*r. "Yourngqu st. 0ia Ur 1, the new Ur m:ay be granted

onI all or V a t 0f We i~ssues~ In 
•Cr l proceeding.- Pould

ha:.r over 'beý -, new tra! on parrt of the issues in a criminal

pro @c] ru j: •

The Chal!:rm.a a. No.

Er. ro.tzof f. iTo.

Mr. Roblnsoa. *W goes out viQh some otber material we

put out, here yesterday and the day before.

Er,;r Ynn,:gliust. Yes.

kr. Longslorf. That is a1?

Mr. voun2qulst". "on all or part.

hr, HAMMltn', if that is so, I do not think yoU

need , ~htij oeg re &A h r fn on U
neeod uyt~rhSfl3.L,' f-- ,, J ::irK w, th the wornd "art3 n' Oirio L
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Yr. YoungquIsu. You do not.

hr. HAMMzo-f. ,nr end:•ng with the word "proceeding".

Er, Youngquist. Trht is what 1 had in mine.

iDr. Orfield. Lines L-6 state the grounds of new trial.

T wonder if that stales the grounfs broadly enough. Ought

there not to be some ,addt-i anl grouRdS for new tWria? 1

Von-r Ir we could not incorporate some of the provisions of

Model 
, ,- Ior~hp

tne/',ooh of Civil P.ocX.lure, r p

lVe Chairman. TTov does that tee~1?

11r. 'rfield. (reading)

"The court shall also grant a new trial for' any

othar cause noU due to his own fault, if the lefendntW has

not rece1ve! , fair ana iMpar .idl trClal

Er. Holtzoff. I think that is agreeable. There is no

harm in Addin , but that is implied in the statement that

is in the rule now, because that is the present law. The

judge's power to grant a new trial is unlimited under the

federal procedure.

r,•. rfield. i am not prepared• to say that --

giving all sorts of reasons, but i do not know if the cases

have come right out end said that.

nr. Tioltzofr. Your statutes say that.

Kr. Tougsrorf. i think you will find cases which have

decided that for Pay error amounting to a miscarriage of

justice or substantial prejudieM to the defendant the judge

can grant a new trial. isnit that accord•n•g to the usa•Le or

courts of law?

Kr. Hloltzoff, T know that in the felieral courts they

will grant--I know a case where it was done--a new trial for



no0 particular ev'oQ• 0; lo:w but because the judge feels thae, an

unjust resul t hes been p,- ched.

qr. Longs&6orf. in his discretior?

The 'haeirman. is there any hnrm in incorporating that

language that has just bean read?

Yr. HolUzoff. Mio.

Nr. Nedalie. i think if we incorpora'ted• certain language

there are implied exclusions of other things, and T think U

is good to let the courts oontinue to expand or contract

accordinS to experience.

The Chairman. But have you not a very practical diffi-

culty in some States? Grmntlrw the new trial in the tate

courts is very much hedgedq about uniess there is some express

authorization, ekig a broad point of view, there is always a

tendency of a neW district judge to tWke his state law with

him, and I think a little sentence like thet if it doesn't,

hurt anybody might be very helpful to many je'n3dnnts.

Ylr. Longsdorf. That may be, Kr. Chairman, but when the

Civil Rules were beinW cons•d ered i very well remember tha t it

was with the purpose of gettlin away from the Implieations that

arose out of those tNo specific statutes, that it was 'worded

in this language.

\V e have a statute in California which lays dOwn the

grounds upon Mh. ch a new rial mAy be granted. and the very

explicitnes an? 
that the statute contined made

it troublesome, because it gave pse to a wholo flock of

-mplications. They did not know whether those were exclusive

or not, and finally we amended the statute and put in an

additional subdivision giSving him power to do it in Nus
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discretion, when be thought 1t ought to be done.

Well, what was the result? We cut them out, all the rest.

The Chairmen. you have the suggestifon before you.

Mr. Dean. T would like to move that at the end of the

-word "Unit•d Statesr, the Cth line, we add that general language

which Mr. 0rfleld suggests in the n.L.T. Code.

Mr. Longsdorf i have no objection to it.

:he Chairman. I hanven't any convictiol for it.

Hr. Longsdorf. Would vou read that Pgain?

Mr. Orfield. (reading)

'The court shall also grant a new trial when from

any other cause not due to his own fault the defendant

has not received A fair and impprtial trial.Z

1;r. Crane. WhY o you put it, "not due to his own fault'"?

That is where Post oC the trouble coeS .

vj. Dean. T would strike those words.

Mr.. Cr.a. W shouldn't it be when be has been clearly

in error accordiaz to the law'

Vr. Longsdorr. He means the defendant's fault.

Mr. Crane. Oh, the defendant's fault?

The Cbairren. Yes.

Ir. Crane. i do not see why that should not be\eliminated

Mr. Yedelle. The reel object of granting a motion for a

new trial is in the interest oA justice, isn't lt?

The Chairman. Absolutely.

Mr. yedalia. Well, wouldn't it be enough if we said just

that, and let the courts develop it whichever way they can--as

they should?

Mr. Dean. 1 meant we would have that particular language,



but I think there ought to be a general over-'lr one, if the

Dres.ent cases .estrlct the motion rigidly.

yr. Holtzoff. f o, but they do not. The present cases

do not restrict jt, I am f u- te sure. i think not only the

decisions but the actual practice of the federal judges is to

be rather plenary in their use or the power to grant nev

trials.

Kr. Dean. Would there be any obJection to adding this

one just to cover eny eventualTt-Y.

Kr. Crane. Tle ha s 2 t--

•crim,'Ial proceedintgs, ,?or any of the reasons for

whiCh neM trials have heretofore been granted In criyrminal

Proceedings "7n the courts or" the United States.

7he Chairmýfn That .s taken from the Civil Rules, Judge.

Nir. Crane. •Ys.

The Chairiman. But i think me can do better than that.

Kr. Crane. I think if you had this, here, it would he

suffici1ent, Moulidn' t it

The Chairmrian. Dr even the general language Mr. IKedalie

suggested.

!Kir. Kedalie. I suggest:

':by reason of error, insufficiency of testimony, or

inl the interests or justice"

Mr. HoltzoCP. !`r for any other reason, in the interests

of just•7c

Kvr. K,7edalie. Yes.

pr. Holtzoff. Because they are all in the interests of

justi ce•

r. MIedalie- That Is right.
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kr. Holtzoff. T think that is better wording.

The Chairman. That is what you saeid fjrst',

Mr. ,edalie. That is the fi'rst.

Mr. Tio! tzoff . I Pm afraiO of the partial enumera tion.

Er. Dean. ! am, too.

Kr. C -[c ne. T think the general statement that they can

grant a new trial where for any reason in the estimation of

the judge It has been unfair or erroneous. I do not mean you

have to recite that, but the American Institute has a good

ohrase, the, , if you take the general one instead of specifI-

cations.

Er. Longsdorf. 141r. Chairman, I think you will flmd some

pretty good language In your fedravl statute, 
vhich 1 super-

seded by the Civil Rule. I think the Civil Rule departed from

that languaebit 
and do not think -t vas bettered

thattl bantg an T (',.o

thereby. i will try to get that, or Mr. Strine maybe can find

that old Nev Trial section of the judiciary title.

Mr. 1Tedale. Well, the Judicial Code says:

"In cases where there has been a trial by jury, any

reasons for which nev trials have usually been granted in

courts of lav.

Er. Longsdorf. Wall, no, think that Is better a little

bit then this, because it does not confine it at all.

Mr. Youngquist. Why not say:

"A nev trial -may be granted whenejer required in the

interests of justice.

Kr. Crane. That covers the whole thing.

The Chairman. Is that satisfactory?

Nr. Dean. That is ell rlght.



The Chairman. The motion then, made by somebody, is to

strike from the beginning of line 4, or from the word "defend-

ant"' on line 3, to the end of the sentence, and substitute:

~henever required in the interests of justice'

IIr. Orfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. lny remarks on the motion?

(The motion was agreed to.)

T-he Chairman. - there anything further on (a)?

(b ) '

r Fr. Holtzoff. I would like to make a suggestion as to

(b). I had a rather harrowinE experience with a death case here

several iyears ago which led me to the conviction that there

ought not to be any time limit on a motion for a new trial on

the ground of newly discovered evidence.

What I have in mind is this. In this particular case the

defendant had been sentenced to death. Te discovered addition-

a! evidence, sent for the defense counsel with a v1e1V to

having h• m make a motion a trial, nd tho. after going

-ion 
time aa 

goebyude-

into the matter we noticed that the time had gone by under the

rules. There wasn't any remedy for this man, and all me could

do was to arranze for a comrUtt. -on of sentence, which we did.

Now, this sort of thing can occur not onl7 in a death

case, it can occur in a case where a person mi•ght have been

sentenced to a long term of imprCSsonment, and after the term

expires newly discovered e.r..den' e turns up. Tow, of course

these cases are very rare of motions for new trials on the

ground of nealy d'scovcrerd ovidence--fortunatelo, 
very rare--

but in the unusual case where it arises it is very very nec-

essary to achieve justcO anad there ought not to be any time
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limit.•limi Dean. t us .Dreat deal of trouble in the MooneY

Mr. rean. i t e statute provided that
cae f you recall. The Calif"r"' stt

70u coulq not mako a motion for a neV trial on the ground of

newly discovered evidence after one 7ear.

Mr. TioltZoff. The Wse I refer to, you probably recall -

it -v~as the J case.

Mr. Dean. YCs, do.

TTltzoff. And ve had to ask the Tresident to grant

a commutation of sentonoC bOcAuso the courts hnd lost juris-

diction to grant a nv trial 2n th. Case, n•.. the man had bern

sentoenced to det...u ,-
sentenc ir2tl.o Must there not on the other hand be =0

The limit at ... in a rarticular kind of case ma7
•--- i it a -to vhon cou ns ol i

ti m 1 ml Ik -p on ,r ln S"-n g in succ e~ s sive..

excI'be the public mipn o?...n.

applicatl o"-'t

,M ,otzoff. think of course you could truss to the

cod oudgmfent and -,scrt-o OC the courts not to n.torain

f l . i.. p-.tns d wC ought to have a "roeil'oa thet

there must be 4,u d11gence.

M r .
t l e s s . , ' O - a n re

r.. •for. " ~ Lstntute is •o.t 1 _'

the TN eV wo--rk st " •r "-s o 1-.. .ar t 1.....

. . .- A-,o if ou......

raq ir 2m n of- d ue 
-4-1o

hav.e foun ,- it w.t in '7 month, n• GO....

there .sq:•:of ': i;n •L 
c't ' l, 0±

, ~ ~ , thy0 7rbnoIt 
W' ~ ~ rpl 

2UV

c I,- , o: ohfect, the resut.

7r-l . you1 ,
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• •' thL Ve'd•:'- ;•d ju'~ ue •ho Could".

4. , v'- -,,or ud'O ', ).CO J-XQ) 00 ,

o f t h e V e na ' 

=J4 

. . .. 

O r S

j0chat' .:. t s - ,, safeo Of K to say tihat,

0C 08 1ng 
hris •,

r0 o u, t.Kn it s so

Mr . a,,,,a it . lp pou a pe o- '•s to rceiU r e 8 n v te i:i. l, your,

.- n.• ene -99- 
M oo 100 . ' ter

s~~- 
CAI. v! LC

oi? Four yrO 4 s the,' ~ oeP ---yOCu never In the worl3 vUold got t

corV' etlon2 that lDO.

STf or voulei lave t La "z!io r].q the "S O

or the court. i 'ould uot g 'te "enct

r kg t, ;,IP -,,.] t 'p•st %Tr, o s a tebr i ol bur(•,,n upon the Court-

Wate !ho Lnhv at.M

ri. YouaIguqs. Yes.

,j :-oI tC 1 . th, rk the ge-eval 1endencY 0r .. COuP us

anyva)] is 1o U>,Iv Moons for now on ,,Oy

-- i. te exceptloa-lc ose that those Motlo'

ape, sranten- ard If you have on ecvspbeoral I550 i think there

ought to be no Me ltO I up at.

It b' fe up about this pbe 
tiu

becaus of the ,th'r "a rrOIlnS exper.pjce ye ha3 vwith this

death case, where the DepaPr'ren, Of Just" was helpless to

htrpl although ye Wanted to do so, and ye
se ;C Mh " m a n• a ne0 w par oa! Po e , v•h J n ! s em o y t

had to resopt to the pardon: ng pover, vhi rn not seem ri,,bt

tir. Waite. it seems5 to me that "s exactly what the pardon-

ing poverX is for.
ing er. isor.- - Well let ... tell you anotber thing about

taEr. vlo-,zo- nou

that cas. Wjwr orill"Si to see the manleOutoS
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sco -free. We were w •i•rg for hlw to have a new trial. The

mara had been sentence, to death, and so we compromised by

commutinE his sentence to life imprisonment.

Mr. Vedalle. Vell, why didfn't you want him to go scot-

free? Was ne Implicated in the trurder?

Mr. Holtzoff. No--because we were not quite sure of the

neo evidence. It vas a question of identity, whether he was

the person thau ha] committed the hold-up. it was murder

commitked in the course of a hold-up. 2he newly d•scoveret

evidence threw a great deal of doubt upon the identifi-cation.

it was evidence that had been suppressed--elb that bad been

in the possession of the local police, but they had not used

it.

Nov, some of us felt sure that if that evidence had been

introduced at the trial there would have been an acquittal or

at least a disagreement. We were not willing to pardon him on

the ground of rmnoceace, because were not convinced of his

innocence, but we weere convinced he had not had a fair trial,

because that evidence had not been. before the jury, and yet

there vas nothIng we could do about it except to commute that

sentence to life imprisonment.

1r. Wa-1te. iTow, unless it was an extremely unusual case,

:f there ad been a new trial, by that time your 'state's

evidence" would have weakened so definitely that you could not

have gotten a conviction anyhow.

ir. Holozoff. i doubt it.

Lr. Walte. I say,. unless t was an extremely unusual case.

hr. Holtzoff. This was wC thin a Sear after the tral. it

was after affirmance by the court of appeals, between the time
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of affirmance and the date set for execution; but i t does seen,

to me that the courts ought to have inherent power to grant a

new trial on aevly discoJered evidence, at any time.

Ydr. Bedalie. Nov wh;t is the experience of the various

States? Isn't that 1-year limitation fairly universal.

Mr. Lean. I think It is quite common.

mr. bedalie. <nd do we know of any substantial number of

instances, sey more than 2 or 7 in 10 years, where there Is any

annoyance about this thin&?

yr. 11oltzoff. Of course instances of this kind are

isolated, but when the isolated instance occurs one does get

a horrible sense of an injustice having been done and a sense

ossss and frustration Vf you cannot grant a new trial

of helpleses aC rutato

merely because a certain time limit has gone by, so i think

chat there ought not to be any time limit on a motion [or a new

trial on newly discovered evi dence.

Lr. Waite. i think that would be all right if there

weren't any possible remedy, but inasmuch as the injustice can

be prevented it seems to me to be better to let it be prevented

by that means rather than raise all the difficulties and the

injustices to society which you are going to get by new trials

a lon•g time after the evidence is gone.

Mr. Medalie. Yr. Chairman, to bring it to a head, I would

like to move that subdivision (b) be re-written to conform to

the New York and Californta statutes--that is, the 1-year

limitation, with due diligence.

Mr. Holtzoff. i mrove to amend that so as to provide no

time limit for motions for new trial on newly discovered evidencE

and to preserve the limitation on motions for new trial for any



other ground, as there provided.

Mr. Medalie. The only ariendlent T made was with respect

to new trials with respect to newly discovered evidence.

Mr. Dean. 'Ihat As all the California statute covers, is

one year on that ground.

Ivr. Seasongood. Kay I call attention to the exIsting

YQ

rule on that? Nothe exIstnlno rule in criminal cases--that

is, that i mentioned yesterday--is:

"-except in capital cases a motion for new trial

solely on the ground of newly discovered evidence may

be made within 60 days after final judgment without regard

to the expiration of the term at which the judgment was

rendered, unless an appeal has been taken, and in that

event the trial court may entertain the motion only on

remand of the case by the appellate court for that purpose,

and such remand may be made at any time before final

judgrment. In capital cases the motion may be made at any

time before executilon of the judgment.

Ihr. 1,edalie. v ould accept the amendment as to capital

cases, the one that was just read, anid i think that is Lhe New

York rule.

Mr. Holtzoff. ThIs la st sentence that Mr. Sea songood read

was inserted in the rule at the suggestion of the Department as

a result of that murder case that I was speaking to you about.

Mr. 3eason(?ood. Vell, then it is taken care of.

Mr. Holtzoff. 1 kn~ow, but then similar situatIons may

occur in cases of imprisonment.

Mr. IieoPalie. Then, Mr. Ch-irIrman, my motion Is "'one year,

plus dilig7ence, and in capital cases, any time before it is too
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ia te r. Siasongood. It seems to me that this rule no" was

as carefully coasisered as our on, and here, in 1934, the court

promulgates this rule. Also you have got this quest-or1 of an

appeal. You would have to take that in, that if the case is

app.eael• you cannot reconsider it, just as you woultl have to

provide, just as they have done here.

i would think that the rule as it is here should stand.

The Chairman. perhaps this rule thatL you are reading from

might be enlavged to go to a period of appeal whioh might be

more than 60 days, .ight it not?

11r. 1o01tzoff. Five days in criminal cases, CO days in

civil cases.

Mr. Longsdorr. i think there is a good deal of reason to

bel iheve--

Mr. Sea songood. :An appeal is within 5 days after entry

of judgmenc.

!he Chairman. We have first ,r. ivepliOe's mTotion.

yr. youngquJst. just a moment. I think he re-stated it.

Mr. ,edalle. Well, ln effect, it is one year, plus due

diligence, and ti carptal cases no limit.

Hr. Wechsler. What As the sltuatnion with respect to

motions not based upon the ground of newly discovered eviden eV

Mr. -edalie. Well, we take that up separately. I did not

want to cor•fuse the two.

yr. WTechsler. i see.

Mr. Seasongooj. Well, why should you want S change? I

do not want to protract the disCUSSion, but here you have a rule

A the 6uprreme Court. Vtlat i1s there in the nature of thiags
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which makes you change 3it, and espec.1allY 0 rule which takes

care of the fact that you have taken an appeal where your

case d•oesn't say anything about it, any of your amendments?

Suppose the case hias been appealed; it has to be appealed

witbin 5 days. Can e person come along and make a motion any

time within a year for a new trialO

Mr. iKedalle. *Weil, 
there is this experience that I car

noint to. While an appeal is pending a moti on is made for

new trial on the ground of newly discovered evideUce, a3ndi In

the event of the denial, that part of the case is added to the

record, where courts are willing to pass upon it, and where

courts do not consider such a mot.ion properly before them for

appeal on the ground that it is a matter that they do not pass

on they just reject it from the record.

Mr. Younsgqust. T suppose that it is intended in view

of the fact that we are now extendingS the time of the notion to

a time after an appeal has been taken that proper provision

will be made ;n the statute for the mechanics of getting it

back to the dstriot court or whatever else nay ba necessary?

Nr. YedalA- Yell, if the district court has power to

enuerfali3n a motion for a new trial on the ground or newly is-

coxrered evidence while the case is pending on appeal, I do qot

think we need that provision.

Yr. Seasongood. it hasn'tt, though. The appeal lifts the

case out to the appellate court.

Yr. Youngcu st. 27 this rule, though, we are retaining

jurisdiction of the district court for this particular purpose.

However, provisill ought to be made so that for Inst•aa the

two courts will not be working at cross purposes.
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yr. Season0ood mhat is why i say the present rule is

better. It says you can only do that on a remand from the

court of appeals. wby, if' you have got to appeal vitlbin 5

days, and appeals are automatically anuencedi, the case, like

as not, will be submitted. I have a case right now where it

is up in practicallyr no time. Tt vas filed in june, A& it s

goifn to be heard in October, because they are automatically

advanced for hea'ring In the court of appeals.

Mr. Youn~qutst. Hiaven't you one more problem, thAt

this mot:on may be made after it has been affirmed. in the court

of appeals?

Kr. Geasoflood. Yes. Well then it would be remanded,

and maybe the problem vould be less acute, if At bad been af

firmed.

or. .ea.le.  Two things arise in connection vith your

suggestion of following the Criminal ppoeals Tulesolely upon

the Zround of newy cJ.scov.ra-d evidence within 60 days after

.u .. T th-ah ve ou4ht make theaL one year -n C

of 50 days.

Naw, the other provisi-o; Cunless an appeal has been

taken, and in tbnt event the trial court may ant tnin the

motioln only on a remand of the case by the appellate court for

that purpose.

te Chairman. -ren' t you really now re-statinS the present

pDIeal rule that is on page 2, on the left-

P~r. WMed 71at is what i nm reading fron.

Mr. 3e5½ood. Yes.

The Chairan i lus chang§n1. to I year instead of 60 daVs?

M\ir. Younn 1ulst. T think that is vhat ve nre ory ng to do.
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Pir G Crant . ,e you s till on the I-year proposition.

thought , i ot out ,you could settle it all very easjiy.

The Chairman. !hie questi]on, Judge, seems to be on a Com-

parason of our (b) Wv inh the recent Ualited States 3upreme Court

CrIm.. . Appea3ls -Rule c.ted on pag!e 2 on the left underP ,

Lo,'0t'LO~iS, I .7

W?. Kedall. HItere is the trouble i find with subdivisi on

3 of Rule 2 of Lhe C.Imin Inal Appeals Rules: "The trial court

may ante .ita'in Khe mot on only on remand of the ose by the

appellate court for that, purpose. "For that purpose means

for 6he purpose of considerrnig a motion for a new trcal

on the ;round of n...wly discovereG evi dence.

hr. Seasongood. Yes, siP.

iv ir. -edal'e. Now, how does the appellate court know

anything about that?

Mr. Vech51,'. You make the motion in the appellate court

to remand for that purpoose.

Er. Seasonsgood. That is the court that has jurisdiction

and that is where you love to do it.

The Chairman. Dr the court of appeals kept such Juris-

di ction.

Hr. Ssongood. Yos.

Pr. ....all. c n go along on that. i can see that

clearly. You still have •;our 1-year ilmitation.

fhe Chairman. Are tnese motions abondoned'

kr. Iedalii . Tf in that one year the cq:s T _s in the

appellate court you go to 5he appellate court and get a remand

for that purpose.

Lt. Sevsoragood. That is right.
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Kr. j:,ieda!-it" Which they wVO"t give you if they thInk you

are frivolous?

Hr. Seasonood. That, is rigA t.

K.. Kedal-e. I wi j accupt that as port of the motions.

Mhe only extenslaon then is the 1-year period.

-ine Chalirman. Now, may we have the motion repihrased as

it is and brought up to date.

Ir. Eedalie . Without oi~tUi,, the Committee to language,

instead of •he .10-lay per od i•ub S vision 7 of rule 2 of the

Cr:mIla A pteals Rules, the time limitation be one year in non-

capital cases.

Kr. 7oltzoff. i would like to offer a subst" jute.

k". VYoungquls". Put no l;m1i in capital cses?

r uedyl ;e. No i]1iL in capital cases.

Mr, MUMo. T voq ldlike to offer H subsb t uke for

theft motion, that we adlopt the language of the Criminoi Appeals

Rules in piace of Rule 50-B, Mu L that there be no time limit

atiors on motioas for new trials on newly d0scoered avide_2ce.

hr. Vecsler. F second that, if it is Q1 order.

Lr. T aoro. Will you re-state that motion., plense?

Hr. Holoff. my motion or substi-tute 0' effect :s that

there be no time limit on motions for a new trial on newvly

discovered evidence.

The Chlairmn. :_ T see the - tuetlon it is this--we ape

abandoning our (b) and consierinZ now Criminal Appeals Rule

2, paragraph 3; that nr. IYiedi•-e makes one change, which iS to

substitute for the 6&-any pro,;Tsiori there a !-yepr provisi on.

Eir. Holtzoff's motion is to make it without, time limit.

Mr. Crane. let me say that I myself personelly ought to be
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in this mr.atter influenced P good deal by the opinion of the

Attorney Generaland his experience in office on matters must

count with me. it is not i7he the ordinary practice, a•rd if

he feels that this right for a defendant should be as wide

as this i feel much like one of my associates in the Court of

Appeals. He said that when a certain judge, whom you all

!now personally by name, voted to sustain a conviction, he

never read the evidence•, he "went right along. Tie wns the

other way. Ard so here when Er. Holtzoff thinks that it can

be opened as wide as this without any in justice to the Govern-

merit, I am goi nS along.

The Chvirman. We Pre troubled, some of us, by the thought

that if that period is left too long it makes it possible for

the court to be troubled with frivolous applications after the

state's evidence has been dossi•ated

Yr. Crane. Now, you have got your remedy right here, and

that is, in one week yon can change the rule.

Mr. Orfield. You can resort to habeas corpus or coram

nobis or some other form.

hr. Holtzoff. No because on a writ of habeas corpus

in the federal court you cannot consider evidence. Thera i

question as to the writ coram nobis, as to whether it does or

does not still pers:st in the federal courts. in other words,

there is no remedy now.

Mr. Crane. i think you will change the rule but perhaps

not so readily as i thought. You have to get an act of

Congrass to change i t, do you notV

The Chairman. That is one of the moot questions as to

whether they have to agree to subsequent amendments. They
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have to adopt these.

Mr. Crane. Cnn the Supreme Dourt change them without an

act of Congress?

fhe Chairman. That is one of the questions.

yr. Holtnoff. i am strongly of the belief that me are

not going to be troubled with frivoious motions for new trials,

because one or tWo attempts of this kind would discourage the

bar, vyen if such a tendency began to develop.

Nr. Kedalie. No, the bar gets discouraged. i once sug-

gested on account of the act Ivitles of an association of credit

men in New York 15 years ago bringing up prosecutions for

fraudulent bankruptcles, that would put an end fo fraudulent

bankruptcies in a large measure, and experienced bankruptcy

lawyers said, Ao, there is Plvays some young marn who may

advise a business men that he has found a new method. It is

usually one of the old ones.

!ýr. Holtzoff. Even so, the judges could give such

motions very short shrift.

The Chairman. 1 t~hink we have got the question fully

canva ssed.

nr. Longsdorf. hefore we can proceed with this motion,

Er. ChaIrman, I think we ought to consider that phrase in the

pending rules of the present Criminal ApPeals Rules, "except

in capital cases.4 Now, does that mean cases wherein sentence

of dentb. has been imposed, or merely cases punishable capitally?

and therefore possibly include life imprisonment cases.

2he Chai•rman. T think clearly it means cases where the

sentence is death.

K v. Tongsdorf. Tnen why not say so?
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mr. 1:edal a. i am oa0 sure of VhOL.

The Chairman. It is indicated by the last senteqce:

"in capital cases the notion may be made at any time

before execution of the jugment.'

i mean, the clear inferenen :s it means death cases.

pr. Crane. It means he could not get a new trial, on earth

at least, after he ns executed.

Mr. Wechsler. hr. Chairman, may I underline one point

which T think hr. Moltzoff made which proved to be very real

in one instance, in my own experience, and that is the di ffi-

culty which you face when there is nn appli• ctor for clemency

based on newly dNscovered evidence which is very strong, coming

at. a time when they can no longer be considered b7 a court

because of the time limitation, when you Neel that justice

rejuires some relief for the petitioner, but 7ou are exceed-

ingly reluctatit Ao hold that a second jury ought not to pass

on all the evidence.

i think it is really a gruesome situation which is likely

to result in a denial of justice, whichevrer way you rule on

it. This proposal to avoid a time linit means that the exe-

cutive in that situation can remand it to a court which has the

additional power to grant a new trial, and the o-zecut!,tCe

cannot do that. It is to meet that situation that I would

support Kr. 7oltzoff's proposal.

Mr. hedal: e. Answering Vr. Longsdorf's doubt, the New

York statute met it by using thiis language:

" except in the case of a sentence of desth"

Mr. Longsdorf. That is what i was just talking about.

1r. Nedalie. Yes. T think you were right.
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r.Lofsdof. 5entence of life imprisonment is not

executed until a man dies in jail or is discharged.

Mr. iedalie. T would use th.e langu3e and i would in-

clude that in my motion, "except in the case of a sentence of

death, so there would be no doubt.

Mr. ?rfield. In Nebraska the period for fil'ng motions

on newly discouered evidCence was increased from "during the

term" to three years because of a bad case. The legislature

passed an act on the subject, changinfg it to three Mesrs.

Mr. Robinson. Tn Indiana they reduced it from a year back

to 60 days, just the reverse of the action here. ?hnt was

based on a state experience that . as terrible.

Even chanzing the 60 days to one year would mean that

the finality of >udment- which after all is the first char-

cteristic of as a practical matter, would be to

•,stc f udgments,asap

that extent weakened -nd eaery criminal case would be open

reall7 for a year, at least in the minds of a good many lawyers.

Mr. Crane. i to not want to take up time, but in m.

experience most of them turn on men goInS back on their con-

fessions or their testtmony. That is the run of the cases.

Nov, there Is not much attention paid to them. As a =7

matter of principle you cannot. I have only known a ,ery few

instances where the matter has been ro-opefld on nevlY

discoV ..... d evidence. and it has been done vhen some man turns

up in prison and confesses that hC comrittod the crime, and

th•e man has been vrongl7 committ..c.

Vr. -o-tzoff. Tn those cases, no matter hov much time

has one b, the courts ouht to be allowed to do Justice.

Yr. Crane. !i o not think any harm is going to come from
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it.

!he Chairman. ,e have three alternVIvos successively

before us; one, Mr. 7oltzoff's, mhych eliminates any time

limit; one, Mr. Fedallc''s, wh•1h fixes one year; nnd T takC

it Mr. seasongood is go~nn' to propoac--if 
he loes"'t someone

else will-

tr. Seasongood: Yes, I will.

The Chairman (contin3inn). -- the present rule, there.

So lot us vote on them successively.

All those in favor of the substitute motion of Mr. Molt--

o -• f ngn t-00, !im'L show the hands.

(The substitute rotion is LS.- )

Th .... rma.. T o' thJ next will be on Mr. iFedal'•. '

motion to 'extenO the per0odf 00 dans 
mentioncd in subdiv-
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said that he is not wedded to the 1-year proposition.

Mr. Crane. I did not vote for the 1-year proposition.

The Chairman. Oh, pardon me. I thought you did.

Mr. Crane. I said if you are not going to adopt the

Attorney General's suggestion, I am going to vote to keep this

that is already the rule by the United States.

The Chairman. It may be well when we come back to the

meeting of the entire Committee--we are now short four or five

members--to give further consideration, whichnay result diff-

erently.

Mr. Longsdorf. Mr. Chairman, my memory is not very good,

and sometimes it does not work as rapidly as it ought to, but

we have got a recent federal statute which provides for com-

pensation of persons unjustly convicted. Now, do not wag your

head, Mr. Robinson, I am not going to drag in any irrelevancies,

but I think we ought to remember that there is such a statute,

and that it is not going to be changed by any rules that we can

make, and we do not want to do anything that will frustrate

that. I do not know. Mr. Holtzoff will no about that and

explain it. I cannot.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is a statute which permits a civil

action for damages.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. In the Court of Claims.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes.

Mr. Eoltzoff. For anyone who Is found innocent, after

he has been convicted and has served at least a part of his

sentence. But that would not interfere with anything that we

are doing here.
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Mr. Longsdorf. I know, but what prompted me to think of

that vas Judge Crane's description of that case wherein three

co-indictees were convicted, one appealed, and the others did

not.

Mr. Robinson. You refer to my wagging my head--I vas

wagging my head in agreement, because I thought Mr. Holtzoff

mentioned a man vho had been in prison 10 years on his 20-year

sentence. I began to think about this federal statute for

compensation for unjust imprisonment.

Mr. Longsdorf. I see. I do not know what would happen.

Mr. Robinson. It is a factor.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think the $5,000 is very much

compensation.

The Chairman. We have remedied (b).

Mr. Crane. It is coming up again, isn't it?

The Chairman. Yes. All of these are, Judge.

Is there anything under section (c)?

Mr. Medalie. How about line 12?

Mr. Youngquist. How about (b)?

Mr. Robinson. (b) went out.

Mr. Youngquist. We have discussed one phase of it, and

not the rest. I wanted to raise the question of the making of

the motion "not later than 3 days after the entry of the

judgment". The Civil Rules provide for 10. It seems to me

the 3 days is pretty short.

Mr. Holtzoff. Three days is the present provision of

the Criminal Appeals rules.

Mr. Youngquist. Yes. Well, I would not suggest a change.

Mr. Medalie. Just about a month ago some lawyers came in
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to see me about a conviction, and they had forgotten all about

the time limit and appealed 10 days or ii days after the con-

viction. There was no use, there was nothing pending.in

Well, the United States attorney wanted an appeal/that

case, so he could establish the law that he had gotten from the

district judge, and he went back to the judge and they modified

the sentence by some nominal reduction, which I do not think

was effective, by the way.

Mr. Orfield. Does not line 12 change the existing crimin-

al appeal rule providing 3 days after verdict, not after judg-

ment?

Mr. Seasongood. Yes.

Mr. Orfield. The judgment might come considerably later.

Mr. Youngquist. That is right.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes. This is more liberal to the defend-

ant. I did not notice that.

The Chairman. Yes, I think it is.

Mr. Medalie. There is not much trouble about a motion

for a new trial on the ground of error or insufficiency. As

a matter of fact normally those motions are made by mumbling

the appropriate formulas and giving your grounds immediately

after the verdict. i think that is the general practice

almost everywhere, unless there is some other rule that pre-

vents it or the court says, "I will hear you some other day."

The Chairman. Your motion, Mr. Orfield, is to change, in

line 12, the word "judgment" to "verdict"?

Mr. Orfield. Yes, to follow rule 2, section 2, of the

Criminal Appeals Rules:

"after verdict or finding of guilt"
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instead of "judgment".

Mr. Youngquist. In rule 50 we have provided that within

10 days after the verdict the court may grant or deny a motion

for correction of judgment.

Mr. Crane. May I ask: If ve have no power to deal with

appeals, how can we put in our rules here anything inconsistent

with it, if those are adopted? If those appeal rules stand, and

we provide any rule here which is inconsistent with them, how

can our rule be effective?

Mr. Orfield. The court can take them over. The'34 act

still exists, that entitles them to change at any time.

The Chairman. Yes. The court, *you see, in 1934 vas

granted the power to make rules in criminal cases after

verdict. Now, the act under which we are operating gives them

the same power, up to and including the verdict, and the two

acts together give the Supreme Court complete power over

criminal procedure.

Mr. Crane. Yes.

The Chairman. Now the court may ask and may authorize

us at some early date to veave the two into one complete set

of rules.

Mr. Crane. But they have not done so yet?

The Chairman. They have not done so yet.

Mr. Crane. Now, until they give us that power, should we

adopt any rules inconsistent with that which they may think

should stand?

The Chairman. Well, the suggestion was made at the

outset that ye might proceed tentatively along the line that

we might be given such authority, because they do dovetail in,
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and it makes it pretty hard to separate; but if the Court

says "No, you have got all the authority we are going to give

you," we have to stop right at the verdict.

Mr. seasongood. That is why we should deviate as little

as possible from rules they have adopted, and adopted very

recently. I think it is a little preposterous.to do anything

else.

Mr. Longsdorf. I feel strongly that way.

Mr. Seasongood. And I think that we are going too far

when we take the rules as they have them and stick in "one

year" instead of 60 days.

Mr. Longsdorf. It looks rather fresh on our part.

Mr. Youngquist. I do not feel that way about it.

Mr. Crane. You are a younger man.

Mr. Youngquist. Not so much as you might think. If we

are going to make suggestions with respect to the appeal rules,

I should think the Court would welcome the new ideas now that

may develop on or off from the rules that are now in existence

and in force; otherwise the Court is going to lose the benefit

of what we think about those rules; and if we are going to do

anything about it at all, certainly we ought to give the Court

full benefit of what we do think, at the same time being

reasonably conservative in our departures by reason of the

fact that the court no doubt has itself carefully considered

the rules now in force.

Mr. Longsdorf. What is going to happen if on the hypo-

thesis that these changes or extensions into appellate rules

are made, we frame our other rules, and then the Supreme Court

rejects any rules that go into the matter of appellate procedure.
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and therefore throws into disarray what we have done on the

other part of the rules?

Mr. Seasongood. We would do it all over again.

The Chairman. We are not going to proceed to draft and

submit to them any rules on the appellate procedure, unless we

have a specific order from them in advance to do it.

Mr. Longsdorf. They are not to be included and submitted

in the report of this Committee?

The Chairman. Not without authorization.

Mr. Seasongood. Does the Chairman or Mr. Holtzoff know,

when they adopted these criminal rules of '34, whether they

had a committee like this?

The Chairman. No.

Mr. Holtzoff. No they did not.

Mr. Wechsler. The Department submitted proposals which

were adopted very largely.

Mr. Holtzoff. I suppose the reason they did not have a

committee was because the scope of the work was much narrower.

Mr. Seasongood. I was just thinking that if there was a

committee we should check it up.

The Chairman. No.

Mr. Wechsler. Mr. Chairman, may I offer as a substitute

for Mr. Orfield's motion that instead of the present sub-

section (b), present Rule 2 in its entirety be substituted

and constitute the working model, subject to the one change

which the Committee has heretofore voted. That would meet the

particular point that Mr. Orfield made, which is sound, with

reference to "verdict" rather than "judgment".

It would also retain existing phraseology which is the
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same in substance, unless there is some reason to deviate in

substance from the existing language.

The Chairman. Do you accept that, Mr. Orfield?

Mr. Orfield. I think not.

The Chairman. Are you ready for the motion? The question

is on Mr. Wechsler's motion.

Mr. Medalie. Pardon me, will you re-state that?

The Chairman. It is subject to the change made in Criminal

Appeals Rules, too, by your motion that that rule as it stands

be regarded as a substitute for our (b) under Rule 59.

Mr. Youngquist. Second the motion.

(The motion was agreed to.)

The Chairman. That brings us to item (c).

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, is (c) necessary, in view of the

substitution that we have just nov made? (c) merely is a

matter of detail.

The Chairman. There is nothing under the present Rule 2

about- -

Mr. Holtzoff (interposing). 
Well, there is nothing in

the present Rule 2 about affidavits, but do you need a pro-

vision as to how to serve affidavits? In most cases you won't

have affidavits in the motion for a new trial, except on newly

discovered evidence.

Mr. Longsdorf. You might have something about occurrences-

Mr. Wechsler. Moreover, this would work an automatic

delay of 10 days under the second sentence, which would probably

be uncalled for in most cases.

Mr. HoltZOff- I move we strike out (c).

Mr. Seasongood. Second.
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The Chairman. Any debate?

(The motion was agreed to.)

The Chairman. (d).

Mr. Holtzoff. I think (d) is surplusage in viev of the

way ve modified (a), because we made (a) so broad that (d)

becomes surplusage, I venture to suggest.

The Chairman. Mr. Reporter?

Mr. Robinson. I am not sure yet. I am checking. I would

like to hear further discussion on it. What do you think about

it, George?

Mr. Medalie. I do not think that you need that.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not, either.

Mr. Seasongood. That limitation of 3 days--there is no

point in that any way.

Mr. Holtzoff. No.

Mr. Robinson. I guess it can go out.

The Chairman. Well, by consent,--

Mr. Orfield. Gentlemen, we want to retain the power of

the court to act on its ovn initiative, there.

Mr. Youngquist. That is what I was thinking of.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think you have it. Here we say under (a)

"A nev trial may be granted to all or any of the

defendants whenever required in the interests of justice."

The Chairman. That would clearly carry it with it.

Mr. Youngquist. I should doubt it then. We go right

on and speak of motions, and again we speak of motions. The

implication to me there is that it must be on motion.

Mr. Robinson. I do not think we are safe in assuming

there that the court will take the initiative under a general
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power or grant of that sort.

Mr. Youngquist. No.

Mr. Robinson. -- as readily as it would where you express-

ly recognize that it may take certain action.

Mr. Holtzoff. Of course, there, the court does not

take the initiative in those matters.

The Chairman. If there is any doubt--

Mr. Medalie. Where there is no limit at all the court

may grant a motion for new trial, once the defendant has made

the motion for new trial.

Mr. Robinson. It may.

Mr. Medalie. That means there is no limitation on the

court's granting a new trial of its own motion.

Mr. Robinson. If you are sure we have given this enough

consideration--I should think there that in civil matters

there would be some guidance for us in criminal matters. Are

we sure we have considered the same reasons that must have been

before the Civil Rules Committee, in striking it out so

readily?

Mr. Longsdorf. Suppose a defendant has been convicted on

a minor degree, can the court on his own motion grant a new

trial and give the district attorney a chance to convict the

prisoner?

Mr. Holtzoff. Oh, no. The former jeopardy would be the

plea there.

Mr. Youngquist. I think it ought to stay in conformance

with the Civil Rules, if we can.

Mr. Medalie. The Civil Rule says "not later than 10 days

after entry of judgment."
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Mr. Youngquist. Yes. Ours has 3 days after finding or

verdict.

Mr. Medalie. What we had in mind was the time at which

the motion was made by the defendant.

Mr. Youngquist. And if the motion is not made the court

ought to have the power on his own initiative.

Mr. Robinson. This relates to the suggestion made a few

minutes ago to the effect that this would further delay.

Mr. Medalie. Giving the court power would not be very

serious.

Mr. Wechsler. I move to strike the words prior to

"the court" on line 25 so that there be no time limit. I do

not think there is a danger that the court on its own initiative

is going to do this out of time.

The Chairman. Giving to the court the right to do it at

any time?

Mr. Wechsler. "The court of its own initiative may order

a new trial, "and so forth.

The Chairman. The motion is to strike line 24 and the>

first two words of line 25.

(The motion was agreed to.)

Mr. Waite. Would that give the court power to grant a

new trial more than one year afterwards? I am a little sus-

picious of that.

Mr. Wechsler. It says:

"for any reason for which it might have granted a

new trial on motion of a defendant.'

Mr. Youngquilst. The court cannot grant the new trial

after it has lost jurisdiction by appeal.
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Mr. Seasongood. That means 5 days.

Mr. Longsdorf. It might if it was added.

Mr. Seasongood. T thought Mr. Wechsler did not put in

any period. Did you? You simply said "the court may of its

own initiative grant a new trial"?

Mr. Wechsler. Yes, but I did not specifically move to

strike the words "for any reason for which it might have

granted a new trial on motion of a defendant." And the point

of the present remark is that perhaps that applies in the time

limited on motions by the defendant.

Mr. Longsdorf. I certainly do not think it does.

Mr. Waite. I do not see the reason why, if it might

grant on its own motion, that brings in the time limit.

Mr. Youngquist. No. Now, I would like to know one

thing before we pass that.

Mr. Wechsler. Do you want the time limit in?

Mr. Crane. Aren't you going to make a great deal of con-

fusion if you are changing the times and the rules, when you

have got rules now that are operated in every court, and you

are going to change the times for operations in other courts.

You are going to get a hodgepodge.

Mr. Seasongood. Has not the court inherent power to set

aside? It certainly has inherent power over its judgment.

Couldn't it set aside a verdict without any motion?

Mr. Crane. The state court cannot do it after the term

has expired. That is, a month.

Mr. Wechsler. If the court can do it on its own in-

itiative after the period prescribed for the making of the

motion, then I should think the court could invite a motion
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any time, and the rule, in time, would cease to be a juris-

dictional rule. I know that the cases under the present rule

have treated the time limit as a jurisdictional limitation,

and have not felt free to initiate motions outside of the

time.

I think perhaps there is a real point in bringing in

through the back door what we have just ejected through the

front door.

Mr. Youngquist. If we provide that the court may do

this at any time before the time for an appeal has expired, or

appeal has been taken, that would take care of what I have in

mind.

Mr. Holtzoff. That really means 5 days.

Mr. Seasongood. Five days after judgment.

Mr. Youngquist. Wait a minute. I suppose we will change

this to "entry of verdict" as we did on the other rule, and the

time for appeal does not begin until the entry of judgment,

does it?

Mr. Holtzoff. No.

Mr. Youngquist. So that that would not mean the 5 days

after verdict that we are talking about here.

Mr. Seasongood. Have we settled that, that the judgment

does not go on after that?

Mr. Medalie. We are assuming that there is an appeal in

all these cases. There might be no appeal.

Mr. Youngquist. I say, up to the time an appeal is

taken, or up until the time for taking the appeal has run?

Mr. Holtzoff. No, not after it has run, because if no

appeal is taken the district court would not have lost juris-
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diction to re-open the judgment.

Mr. Youngquist. Well, I want to limit it to that.

Mr. Holtzoff. Oh, I see.

Mr. Youngquist. And I suggest that as an amendment.

The Chairman. What is your amendment, Mr. Youngquist?

Mr. Youngquist. I guess we have already voted on Mr.

Wechsler's motion, so I move to reconsider it.

Mr. Wechsler. If I still had jurisdiction over the

motion I think I would withdraw it at this point.

The Chairman. All right, let us consider the motion

withdrawn.

Mr. Waite. May I suggest to Mr. Wechsler an amendment to

his motion, to make it read this way:

"The court of its own initiative may order a new

trial at any time and for any reason for which it might

have granted a new trial on motion of defendant."

Mr. Seasongood. That would limit the time.

Mr. Waite. To one year. Yes, that is what I meant.

Mr. Wechsler. If it is still in order I would accept that

amendment.

The Chairman. Well, you have heard Mr. Waite's motion,

accepted by Mr. Wechsler. Any discussion?

Mr. Crane. What is the time? I have forgotten, we have

had so many different times, here.

The Chairman. One year.

Mr. Crane. One year?

Mr. Longsdorf. We have renewed the Supreme Court's 60

days.

The Chairman. On newly discovered evidence.
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Mr. Crane. On this it is 60 days. We have got so much

time here I do not know what it is.

Mr. Seasongood. You cannot do that if an appeal has been

taken. He cannot grant a motion for new trial if an appeal

has been taken, yet an appeal might have been taken within

this time within which he could file a motion on the ground of

newly discovered evidence.

Mr. Medalie. I do not think any judge would ever think

of granting a motion for a new trial ofhis own initiative,

unless it got into the judges hand right after the trial,or

even during the trial something has been troubling him.

Mr. Seasongood. That is right.

Mr. Medalie. Now, if that is so, I think we can safely

follow the civil rule.of a 10-day limitation after entry of

judgment, subject of course to the case being taken away from

him by its going to the appellate court.

Mr. Dean. In that situation he could as a practical

matter suggest to counsel that this thing does trouble him,

and suggest that he make the motion.

Mr. Medalie. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. I recall one case in Cleveland in the last

two or three years where the judge was very much troubled by

what he thought was the insufficiency of the evidence, and he

of his own motion without talking to counsel filed an order

setting aside the verdict and granting a new trial, after the

10th day.

Mr. Medalie. You could put the 10-day limit here, all

right.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think the 10-day limitation is all right.
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Mr. Medalie. I so move.

The Chairman. Now, is there a motion pending? I have

sort of lost track.

Mr. Medalie. I think by common consent they have all

been withdrawn.

Mr. Holtzoff. Mr. Waite had a motion.

Mr. Waite. There was Mr. Wechsler's motion.

The Chairman. He has vithdrawn it.

Mr. Waite. Then he renewed it, as I remember it, at my

suggestion.

Mr. Wechsler. I assigned it to you.

Mr. Waite. I do not knov what Mr. Medalie's motion is.

If he is asking Mr. Wechsler's motion I might be perfectly

willing to accept Mr. Medalie's.

Mr. Medalie. Myrotion is that in conformity to the civil

rule an order for a new trial may be made by a judge of his

own initiative within 10 days after the entry of the judgment.

Mr. Robinson. Or in other words that leaves (d) just as it

is, does it not?

Mr. Waite. No.

The Chairman. It changes (d) from 3 days.

Mr. Robinson. That is all.

Mr. Seasongood. I do not want to be persnickity but the

rules provide an appeal has to be taken in 5 days.

Mr. Medalie. Yes, but it may not be taken.

Mr. Seasongood. But suppose it is taken?

Mr. Medalie. Subject to that.

Mr. Seasongood. Suppose it is taken? It has to be

taken in 5 days, and you are granting 10 days to the judge to
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grant a new trial, which cannot be.

Mr. Medalie. You are suggesting we make some provision

to meet it?

Mr. Seasongood. You must.

Mr. Medalie. That would kill the appeal, wouldn't it?

The Chairman. I would like this to be referred back to

the Reporter for further study.

Mr. Crane. I think so.

Mr. Seasongood. Second the motion.

Mr. Wechsler. Can an appeal be taken in 5 days if there

is a motion for new trial?

Mr. Medalie. No. There is no motion.

(The motion was AGREED TO.)

The Chairman. The motion to refer this back to the

Reporter has been passed. /

Mr. Robinson. We are on Rule 60.

The Chairman. I think we have got to work out our time

table a little more carefully.

Mr. Dean. Mr. Chairman, in that connection I have got a

suggestion. If we are going to go through all the Criminal

Appeals matters, shouldn't there be some explanation, since

these rules were adopted such a short time ago, as to the

necessity for changing these rules at this time, or any

portion of them, rather than taking it chronologically and

treating it as though we were the committee on criminal appeals

rules?

Mr. Holtzoff. There is only one feature in the criminal

appeals rules that is vitally different from the Civil Rules.

The others 148-a matter•Sof detail. That is the presence of the
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bill of exceptions, which the Criminal Appeals Rules require,

and which the Civil Appeals Rules which came four years sub-

sequently abolished. It might be wise to abolish the bill of

exceptions in criminal cases.

The Chairman. I would like to make this suggestion, if

it is agreeable--that we take up Rules 60 and 61 and then

because some of our members have to leave this afternoon, that

we go from there to Rules 77 and following, which deal

specifically with matters within our reference, and then come

back and go into this other general situation and let Mr.

Robinson and Mr. Holtzoff outline the one or two vital changes

we want to have made, if the Court will agree.

Now, may we have Rule 60.

Mr. Robinson: "Rule 60. Relief from Judgment or Order."

Under the present federal law clerical mistakes in judg-

ments, orders, records, and the record generally may be cor-

rected by order nunc pro tunc. This rule is a little more ex-

plicit and adds that section (b). In fact both are based on

the civil rule as you see on the left. Section (b) of course

will require some re-wording if you wish to accept it at all.
or

As you know, mistake, inadvertence, surprise,/excusable

neglect generally are used for grounds of the motions to

relieve from judgment in civil cases, but I do not know of

any state statute in which those grounds are enumerated in

criminal cases. For example the New York statute, section

542--well, that will come up in the next rule. I do not know

of any state statute which would be comparable to 60-B.

I believe that is all I have to say.

The Chairman. Is there any question on (a)? If not,
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we will consider that as passed and go to the discussion of

(b).

Isn't (b) dangerous?

Mr. Longsdorf. I think so. It was dangerous in civil

cases in California, it was very dangerous, and it produced an

immense amount of litigation.

Mr. Waite. Would the Reporter mind giving me an illus-

tration of where (b) might apply? I cannot think of one.

Mr. Robinson. No, I have no illustration in mind. I

think (b) can go out.

Mr. Holtzoff. I can give you an illustration--a for-

feiture of a bail bond. This might apply.

Mr. Youngquist. That would be a forfeiture against

the sureties?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes, but that is part of the criminal pro-

ceeding.

The Chairman. The surety may not be in court when the

defendant is called.

Mr. Orfield. He might not be personally in court.

In respect to line 12, isn't 10 days too short a time?

I believe the civil rule says six months.

Mr. Longsdorf. It was 6 months in California, and that

enlarged its mischievous capacity.

Owens
11:15
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Pend. The Chairman. All ylght. We will cass that. We will

9-11-A1 refer that back to !the reputel'r

Cor.. UV!
m"r. eeasonoo d. Well, I do nut want to be obnoxious.

The Chairman. You have not been obnoxious at all.

Mro. Seasongood. You let everything be correctOed but you

do not want process to be corrected.

The Chairman. That does not refer to this.

Mr. 6easongood. No, that was a ways back. I was somewhat

vehement about not allowing process to be amended, and instead

you struck it out.

Mr. Wechsler. I think that at that time we agreed there

would be a general savLng equivalent.

Mr. Robinson. We did permit amendment of process.

Mr. Holtzoff. The general statute of jeofails.

Mr. 3easongood. That was what I thought you should have,

a general jeofails.

Mr. iiobinson. Line 13 and 14 state that "A motion under

-Lis subdivision does not affect the finality of a judgment 
or

suspend its operation.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think it may stay because suppose The

surety is paid and the executor asks for relief?

Mr. Medalie. hiow about fines levied against the estate?

Are they paid?

Mr. Holtzoff. They die with the person.

Mr. Medalie. I know that they are never collected.

Mr. Seasongood. I think it is all right to leave in "legal

representative," because you have some provision for taxing

the lawyer costs in certain cases.

The Chairman. Rule 61.
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Mr. Robinson. That is the harmless error rule. There are

two federal statutes under the accompanying civil rule, as you

see on the left: Title 28, Section 391 of the Judicial Code

deals with the harmless error where they grant new trials.

Title 18, Section 556 refers to harmless error in indictments

and presentments, and where there are defects of form.

The presenL federal law is:

'iOn the hearing of any appeal, certiorari, or

motion for a new trial, the court shall give judgment

after an examination of the entire record before the

court, without regard to technical errors, defects, or

exceptions which do not affect the substantial rights of

the parties."

That is Title 28, Section 391 of the U. S. Code.

Title 18, Section 556, states:

"No indictment shall be deemed insufficient, nor shall

the trial, judgment, or other proceeding be deemed insuf-

ficient by reason of any defect or imperfection in matter

of form only which shall not tend to the prejudice of the

*2 defendant."

A comparable state statute is Section 542 of the New York

Code of Criminal Proceedings, which provides that the court must

give judgment without regard to technical errors, defects, or

exceptions which do not affect the substantial rights of the

parties.

Mr. Crane. And it is a very important and very useful

section because so many cases are affirmed by citing that

section.

Mr. Youngquist. Does this cover technical defects in the
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written accusation, too?

Mr. Dean. Apparently not.

Mr. Youngquist. I doubt that it does.

iVr. Robinson. If the court sustains or if the court

overrules a demurrer, or whatever his motion is, to attack

the sufficiency of a written accusation, it would seem that

this section would not be subject to reversal, but that would

not help on your question.

Mr. Youngquist. No.

Mr. Robinson. You think that should be out, 4r.Yonngquist?

Mr. Youngquist. Yes, I do.

The Chairman. Is that generally agreed?

Mr. Robinson. I might say that Rule 61 or, as described

here, the harmless error rule, will incorporate the provisions

of the two federal statutes and the New York statute.

The Chairman. Any further suggestions on Rule 61?

(There was no response.)

The Chairman. May we turn now to Rule 77, leaving these

intervening rules dealing with appeals alone, until we dispose

of what is clearly within our jurisdiction.

-RU LE 77

Mr. Robinson. Of course, in subsection (b) there you have

also the question that in all criminal proceedings the accused

shall be entitled to the right of public trial. That has to be

kept in mind always. That is set out at the bottom of the

page to the left of Rule 77.

In (c) you observe that Rule 77 is substantially the
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same if not precisely the same as Civil Rule 77 because it is

difficult for us to see that there is any distinction between

civil and criminal cases so far as the district courts and

clerks are concerned. That is that under (a) the courts are

kept always open; under (b), hearings in chambers, with the

caveat mentioned in regard to the exception.

Then clerk's office and orders by the clerk under (c),

and notice of orders or judgmentsunder (d).

Mr. Holtzoff. I would like to say a word about (d).

Mr. Medalie. Before you get to (d), I would like to say

something about (c).

Mr. Zeasongood. Well, before you get to (c), I want to

say something about (b). Why say "so far as convenient in

a regular courtroom"? Trials should be public and should be

in a courtroom. Otherwise that would be contrary to the

Constitution.

Mr. Holtzoff. No. Under our juvenile delinquency act

we hold hearings in chambers, and that is preferable when

carrying out these juvenile delinquency cases.

Mr. youngquist. That is correct.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes, that is correct.

Mr. Medalie. That is not subject to these rules?

Jr. Holtzoff. They will be, I presume.

Mr. Medalie. They should not be. Doesn't that act make

special provisions for these things?

Mr. Holtzoff. It does, but I think this is one of the

subjects that we have not covered here as yet. Perhaps it

would have to be one of the matters that will be covered later.
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Mr. Medalie. That act provides for hearings in chambers,

does it not?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes, it does.

Mr. Medalie. Then we could say nothing in these rules that

affects the juvenile delinquency act.

Mr. Seasongood. According to this, they may not be in

the courtroom?

Mr. Youngquist. The courthouse may burn down. That is

possible.

Mr. Seasongood. This refers to a matter of convenience.

The Chairman . I am reminded of the Hall-Mills trial where

they brought the pig woman down into court and put her on a

stretcher. She was on the stretcher and testified for two or

three days. However, they were not sure that they could get

her there, and they contemplated holding trial and taking her

testimony in the hospital.

Isn't that proper under this constitutional provision?

Mr. Youngquist. If the jury is present.

The Chairman. With the jury and the judge.

Mr. Youngquist. I think it is proper.

Mr. Wechsler. Wouldn't that be made by the deposition

provision?

Mr. Holtzoff. In a certain town in Connecticut they hold

court in the town hall, in the common council room. That is not

a regular courtroom.

Mr. Medalie. I just reminded Judge Crane of a case in

1938 in Albany where the court, the jury, and the attorneys

went to the hotel to get the testimony of a man who was in bed

who said he had pneumonia, which he did not have.
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TheChairman. I think you have to have that exception

clause.

Mr. 6easongooQ. I don't think "so far as convenient"

is the way to express it.

Mr. Dean. Do we need any provision that it be in the

regular court? Wouldn't it be enough to say that it shall be

conducted in open court?

Mr. Crane. That is much better.

ir. Wechsler. why should this be limited to trials? Do

not pleas, arraignmfents, and hearings and the other things that

happen in criminal cases have to be conducted in open court?

Mr. Medalie. No. Suppose you come in at 4 o'clock in

the afternoon with your defendant and arrange for the pleading:

couldn't you arraign him before the judge in his chambers and

then immediately walk out? Why should the judge have to take

the elevator and go down to the courtroom and have the janitor

open up the courtroom and just waste a lot of time? What is

the need of doing all that?

Mr. Wechs]•r. I should assume that in that situat~on it

is done at the defendant's initiative, but there could be

situations where that is not the case.

Mr. Medalie. Suppose the judge is in one part of the

district and the court is not in session and the defendant has

been arrested? Then the district attorney wants the arraign-

ment and the defendant would not have any objection to being

arraigned where he finds the judge. He should be arraigned

wherever the judge is found. ,Why should everything be held up

until the judge takes a trip to the courthouse?

ir. Wechsler. Suppose a defendant is in custody and the
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prosecutor wants to avoid publicity with respect to arraignment?

They bring the defendant to the judge's house and arraign him

there. Then he goes back to a place of detention and there is

no witness to the incident. Is that a practice that should be

encouraged c?

Mr. Medalie. Well, the abuse of it should not be, but I

think you should trust the judges to take care of that.

The Chairman. Aren't there quite a certain number of

cases often on the equity side where you have to get the judge

at his home occasionally? Aren't there corresponding matters

in criminal cases?

Mr. Medalie. Yes, fixing bail.

Mr. Longsdorf. And habeas corpus.

Mr. Holtzoff. And frequently argument on motions.

Mr. Dean. That is often done.

The Chairan. Have we dispensed with (b)?

Mr. Seasongood. This says that all these other acts may

be done within or without the district. Are there any other

acts which shouldbe done out of the district?

Mr. Medalie. This is what often happens: A judge comes

from one district and sits in another. He has had his trial

and gone home; then there are motions. It is easier for the

lawyers to go and see the judge than for the judge to come In

and see the lawyers.

Mr. Youngquist. Or send it to the judge.

Mr. Seasongood. Or send a bill of exceptions to him.

Mr. Iedalic. The judge having tried a case in June has

gone off on his vacation from New York to Vermont or Yellowstone
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Park. In that case it should be possible.

Mr. Holtzoff. Then you have the situation of one judge

in a district.

Mr. Seasongood. I agree that it isdesirable that there

should be a lot of things that he could do, but I am just

raising some of the questions because it says here "all other

acts or proceedings."

Mr. Wechsler. How about sentences?

Mr. Holtzoff. That is part of the trial.

Mr. Wechsler. No, I do not think it is; it is the

pronouncement of judgment.

The Chairman. Then again you may have the situation

where a man may be designated as judge in two districts. You

have to give him this power unless you get him going back and

forth a lot.

Mr. Seasongood. There is no question about the power,

but to say so broadly that all other acts or proceedings may

be done outside the district is something I question.

The Chairman. How about sentences?

Mr. Seasongood. They should be had in the district.

The Chairman. They should be had in the district.

Mr. Crane. Yes. They should be had in the courthouse.

I cannot imagine a judge sentencing a man except in a public

c ourtroom.

Mr. Robinson. How about inserting the clause "all pro-

ceedings which require the attendance of the defendant shall

be conducted" and so on?

Mr. Holtzoff. I think it is a good solution.
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Mr. Longsdorf. It sounds good.

Mr. Crane. How does that read, Mr. Chairman?

The Chairman. "All trials upon the merits and all

proceedings which require the attendance of the defendant."

Mr. Wechsler. We do not need "trials upon the merits."

Mr. Robinsoi° Maybe not, but don't you think it is a

good idea to state that?

Mr. Holtzoff. How are you changing this?

The Chairman. "All trials upon the merits and all other

proceedings which require the attendance of the defendat."

Mr. jiobinson. "Shall be conducted."1

The Chairman. "Shall be conducted in open court."

Anything further on (b)?

Mr. Robinson. I think 11, 12, and 13 are safe. We have

not been able to find any objection to that.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think any objection has been

made to this amendment which you have just adopted.

Mr. Orfieb. What do you mean by the rule "on the merits"?

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think you need that at all.

The Chairman. Isn't that meant to eliminate motions?

Mr. 3easongood. What about a trial?

Mr. Holtzotf. Or former jeopardy.

Mr. Crane. It says "all trials."

Mr. Wechsler. I think it was intended to mean defaults

in the case of the civil rules.

Mr. Mledalle. I think you are safe there.

The Chairman. Anything on (c)?

Mr. Robinson. Line 1i sounds a little strange in criminal
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oroceedings. If you have suggestions for modifying it I

would be glad to have them.

Ixir. Holtzoff. Line 18 should be changed. There is no

final process tc enforce and execute judgments.

Mr. Modalie. What about commitments?

Mr. Holtzoff. We use judgment and comnitment.

Mr. Medalie. You mean that is a iatter of just routine?

Mr. holtzoff.• Yes.

Mr. Dean. They may not use it next year. That is

possible.

Mr. Iioltzoff. I suppose it is all right, then.

The Chairman. We come to (d).

Mr. Holtzoff. I have a question on (d). I do not think

it is applicable to criminal cases. We do not now serve judg-

ments, and 1 hope that we will not change the practice.

Mr. Medalie. They do not servo orders, either.

Mr. L.oltzoff. I move to stri"e out (d).

Mr. Medalie. Yes. I second the motion.

The Chairian. All .hose in favor of the motion sayj aye.

(There was a chorus ofayes.)

The Chairman. No.

(There was no response.)

5 The Chairman. It is carried.

M.. iobinSon. It- is possible to draw an alternate draft.

The Chairman. Wo are not heartless on the reporter,

because, as you remember, he expressed the idea in advance at

the opening of the hearings that he put in there many things

to b.ing them to our attention.
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X•r. Longsdorf. If it is in order to entertain a motion

at this time, or perhaps a 3uggestion is enough, that the

rclortor in the course of his studies in recasting any 01

these suggestions or suctions feel2 that an alternative would

be appropriate or dcs1rable--an of courz t will be passed.

wa again-but it would •Oc unxspt"sc that he has the authi•2Lt

of' th, comittec to uo a. ven though it 1. ;e~iically

left cut, W may sucait an alternative.

Ths Chnirmarl. Ics. We arc violating §retty nearly

Mr. -ag-darf" 1 think ve h,,c done cu

t..oe, .L...... n. th r-efrence, tor te last o>t rin0

- .. .. 
a..-- *, ~

and 11, whj ........ L.. judge the need for having a wr tet--

Ctate:hlcnt of thes ...... in -upport and opositi*on unless Le

wants itri

W. Ab.nson. Yes.

in z. Le dlg in,. L-e, V' '.• awn ...... W " !÷ h e U ,.* T,.

r., ioung'uisth i cannot, qite t o- >u , r. •eda-lk

Eix'. * da,--. Yo - nn in 1.nns TO, and 11 "mp C ur the

SAMISSInr. aN Nt rmila ~ n op Mu'r-lr, r _IO W 1 Thn K . .

ulona bi'P Wrtn mtaitei'I nts cf ei ,,-'y'- s ino s1 .b ,r-aA onC

st;atementser of L ie',- easons K nu pn,.- n .... y Qn T

j"Q rag nA 1"K3 Anw
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KJa- i-WsInCICLn 
I

t! a.t in• •'r• su " u ;£•O•z ", .rq •' ? ý) 
•,T t,] c,, v-l - W"

ro n I n. ibis wa laic- C, as I recall

,it, to" EN h2 j a lit.lt-,"IF L bi f z:up or,: from the- Supimm,•-r

Count in sayin to e, laE...., Y" u have %n Mubn a I,

* ea3 to 1 B ,t.  mOrr thy- § &jSe does not, want t?

Th. Chairman. . doc-s not hAve to hav it. then, bK

nlvcs• him.;: a, 11ti, i baC;!ag-

K iO .W . 1 T, P om . 07 tho 50.0 tr cS may want to b.av~a

sy,•c]•,l- rl' .e for" a, oertai c].-.'so: of .. wlrA..

*1ýr .ouf~,j,,a St i Mi he proviy"ion by rule or orIer I,

Vtr. hdaie An F rndsr stand th-i oparagraph, tho court.

may make provhsion by rule, withoot oanal har.l..

. .. l-ongqjt By; rule or order., *. h oe o s not have to

makr a rula.

r., ,edalle. That to all right', bu having done that,

-why do wy tat the judge can do tuaonl •. f therie o a

br to writteq Wemt of' o t'he rr• asos irb :.n suppOr't I)ld .ppositt.on?

hie Ma.l not requirr Mt louA can say that ho can rake an ovide '

onley if toShs z:,, bLof written 
so L ... n support or

Op9•OS ".tF i. n

The Chairman. Rie can givr an ural hearing.

kr. WHeda!le. W'" This says "•,thout oral hearing.'

It says here "uponf brnf' written statements in supmort and

opposiftion." he maSy not requLre thom.

Ur. Dean. !he may want an oral hearing without a memo-

randum and he may want neither.
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to. Medalie, Why te ll the judgc he has to have an oral

hear ing?

Mr. Lonpsdorf. Then without a hearing.

Kr. Medalie. .vhy say anything about it?

The Chairman. We cannot dispense with both the oral

argument and with the rmvaoranduyn without deleting the rights

of the defendant,can w;? he has got to listen to oral argu-

ment or read a written meworandum.

Liu. seasonrood. I do not see why you wast this rule.

I think the judge Is better off if you get up and make your

oral argument° Some may take five days. and then you take six

days for your reply and then it sowntimes runs on into many

weeks instead of gcttng. up and making your argument right

there.

Hr, Crane. I th.nk there is something n that. I dO not

think a judge should require by order that matters be submitted

to him without a chance to see them and have them explain their

pointe.

Some appellate courts throughout the country are dead

set against hearing oral argumeat, and they always makG a

mistake by not doing it, because i think that the purpore of

the courL is to be seen as well as to be heard; to listen and

hear the arguments.

Personally I do not like the idea myself that all a judge

has to do is a lot of paper work and that he can do it all by

himself. I think the tendency should be the other way around.

This idea that you have not got the time Ls just so much bunk

in many cases, although not in all, of course. I think that

when lawyers want to present a matter orally they should have
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the right to do so.

Mr. 'iedalie. Then you draw away from the practice in

civil cases, in New York County, for example.

Mr3. Crane. That is just an abuse.

Mr. 1eodalie. The lawyers are satisfied with it.

Mr. Crane. No.

Mr. Nedalie. They do not ,ant to make oral argument.

Mr. Crane. They are scared to death of the judges.

Mr. Eoltzoff. I am wondering whether we need Rule '7

at all.

Mr. Youngquist. That is right,.

Mr. Holtzoff. I doubt whether we need it in criminal

proceedingt. In civil cases it is desirable to have motion

dayTs because your case may be pending over a period of six

months or a year; but in criminal cases there are very few

motions and you can dispose of them quickly.

Mr. Medalie. There may be few motions in each case, but

there are always a numfber oC motions In connection with a

criminal calendar. You will probably have a large number of

motions. If you have a criminal calendar say of 200 cases in

the district and if the court is in session at Least one day

a week, you will have a long calendar of motions.

Mr. Holtzoff. But you have in mind the Southern DIstrict,

of New York. Cn the other hand you take the country court

where indictme.,atc are found, today and trials commence tomorrow.

Then there is no opportunity for a motion day.

The Chairman. There is no problem there because your judge

has to have his civil motions taken care of, and he can combine
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them with the criminal motions.

Mr. Holtzoff. There would net be the interval between

the indictment and the trial in country places that there is

in the large cities.

Mr. Medalie. Whatabout cases where there is such an

interval, even in sparsely populated districts?

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, I do not see any harm in it.

Mr. Youngquist. I do not think we need it.

V~r. Dean. I move we strike it out.

Mr. Medalie. I second the motion.

Mr. Longsdorf. Why doesn't Rule 83 cover it?

Mr. Holtzoff. I think Lt does.

Mr. Wechsler. 83 provides oly for local rule.

The Chairman. The motion is that Rule 78 be eliminated.

Aý-ll those in favor of the motion say aye.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. Opposed.

(There was no response.)

The Chairman. The motion is carried.

Rule 79.

RULE 79

Mr. Robinson. I would like to ask the committee at this

point to hear IMr. Tolman with regard to the assistance that

the committee may have from the Administrative Office and

some others who are keeping in touch with these matters. I

think it would be of great advantage to the committee to hear

from Mr. Tolman.

The Chairman. Yes.
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Mr. Tolman. I would like to have the permission of the

committee to consult with perhaps some of the clerks of the

court and with Mr. Chandler on the advisability of this rule

dealing with the criminal docket and with the criminal order

book.

We have had a great deal of trouble with this order book,

as it is provided for in Civil Rule 79. There seems to be

very little practical reason for keeping that book, because it

is a ver7 expensive thing. You have photostatic machines and

make copies of the several orders, and they run into quite an

expense with respect to the machinlss and the photostatic work.

The orders are kept by the clerk and there is a tremendous

amount of time taken up with it and it is quite expensive.

I think that the Administrative Office is hopeful that

some time they can persuade the Supreme Court to take out

79(b), and I think it would be unfortunate to put in a similar

provision for criminal cases without considering the matter

very carefully.

In other words, we are asking that we be allowed to con-

sult about it and consider the present rule and make some

suggestions on the subject.

Mr. Youngquist. I make that motion.

Mr. Seasongood. I second it.

The Chairman. Those in favor of the motion say aye.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

Mr. Holtzoff. I would like to call attention to a minor

point in line 1179(a) and suggest that instead of providing for

the Attorney General that it now should be the director of the
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Administrative Office, because the civil rules say the

"Attorney General" because the civil rules were adopted before

the director's office was established.

Mr. Medalie. It should not be the attorney for one party.

11r. Holtzoff. That is one reason why the Administrative

Office was established.

The Chairman. The words "Attorney General" come out

and substitute "Director of the Administrative Office".

Mr. Holtzoff. I thinkthe last sentence on that page

should come out in view of the action which was taken yesterday

on the demands for a jury trial.

Mr. Iedalle. May I ask whether there is any uniformity

at all in the keeping of records in criminal courts in the

various districts?

Mr. Tolman. I think not. I think there is no uniformity.

Mr. Medalie. I do not have any doubt frormwhat I have

seen in the Southern District that they have simply continued

the system they started when there was no criminal business.

Mr. Tolman. That is correct. The dockets in our criminal

6 cases particularly are very difficult to understand. On visits

of our representatives of the Administrative Office which they

make to the courts they try to find out what the state of the

court dockets is and examine the book entries. Our experience

has been that they give you practically no information at all.

You can find out very little from them.

Mr. Medalie. Wc keep it as it is and put it in the

appeal book and let the Circuit Court of Appeals guess what

it is.
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Mr. Youngquist. That last sentence that Mr. Holtzoff

referred to should be changed to this effect: "that if the

jury is waived" and so on.

IJr. Seasongood. I think that when any criminal procedure

case is to be tried the clerk shall enter the word "jury"

on it.

The Chairman. Isn't that excluding the normal whereas

you might put it in the reverse? Say it where the jury is

waived.

Mr. Seasongood. I think they like to have all the jury

cases noted stating that it is a jury case.

Mr. Iioltzoff. The nonjury case is the exception. It is

assumed that they are all jury cases.

Mr. Seasongood. That is what I had in mind.

Mr. Medalie. May I ask whether or not anybody has

developed expertness like an accountant in relation to the

keeping of court records? It is my impression that the matter

of court records is something that is important, and the method

of keeping them is just archaic and something carried over

from the time they started it around 1850, or whenever they

did. They continue the same method without any attempt being

made to develop a scientific system.

Mr. Tolman. I think that is so, until very recent years.

The Administrative Office requested the Bureau of the Budget

to call upon some representative clerk's offices. This was

last year. As a result of that the representatives of the

Bureau of the Budget have made a careful study of the filing

systems and of the docket systems and the methods of reproducing
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records and have made a careful report.

One of the suggestions was the use of microfilm instead

of the great bulky files for keeping those records. The

Administrative Office will give careful consideration to that.

It is to be brought up also at the Judicial Conference and we

will be able to do a great deal toward improving that parti-

cular thing.

However, you are coirect: There has been no scientific

study at all.

Mr. Medalie. Have any of these scientific societies like

public accountants been consulted?

Mr. Tolman. No.

Mr. Medalie. I think that would be helpful. They have

a better idea of how to organize matters of that sort than a

groat many other people, being experts in that line.

Mr. Tolman. That is a good idea.

Mr. Youngquist. I would suggest that we leave in these

rules these matters just as wide open as we can, because in

time the Administrative Office will have this nicely worked out.

Mr. Robinson. In that connection I would like to know

whethcr the comittee would extend the same invitation to

authorizing t.he reprter to r-ceive from Mr. Chandler and the

Administrative Office his assistance with reference to

probation and other matters coming under his particular office.

1r. Youngquist. I so mov;.

Mr . 1 tf-f. I second the motion.

The Chairman. All those in favor of the motion say aye.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. Shall we leave this last sentence to be
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worked out bycr ILhbo bns o n?

(Th•-•c was no r• spon.))

The rman. I--•......

The Chairmian. will as-'k-r Robinson to tcll us the

status of this, if he wl.
LL a -, 4t d follows "the rulec on

Mr. TRobinson. The rule as .r.. ted fh

the lf.t-hand pags the civil rules.

iKir. M -alie. I woul i toa somcthing about this

rule . Ther are no o-fical stenographers in the fedcral

courts•. They have a E..T. as in the Southern Itt- .... of

'I-•.e 
con rac arlt a.d oo<jn ......

7,ow York in which they .. ke a contract with a cR......... of

tublic .. no.. raphcrs. The istri c.t attorney never .d..rs the

utes If the+defend-ant ordc:rs them, the defcndent pays a

f'•ot rate, but the ,cistriCt attorne" :et-, a o for nothing

at m,: eenc

.... Yungquit+.• [Per nothing?5

r. .d-•al, r- .noth.1-,-I,", it is a contract, u

Cl pay or it I hsot, at t to se it bo-t 3 7overnment

1:,ý7-1CcY, but -1 4hn t~ akt

+•+ ... +, st o do -,

I' To Thik ther. i - ,)od deal of .

C t n r ..n. r ears we ha/,ve had 'a contract

for official re -rtrs in ht, ou'Pthern District. 'l- re-,t all

ef....i.-, reporters w-, -....... to vfakc that -rart .cularCa oaeuflth

4-+- w--

-"c Dc.. t+,cnt of Jut•i- ita theY have the pr"v+ .

_,f c...la•, into the court and 4,.in: t.. ttand sc-llin-
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1U aene 60 ti ow C0UviL..n.' The V7-ýC Iin

rf C:;& l 4 Q I u.'-,. . -

u±±E 4 ' I E i . * 1 I

"opt 5,, & i-" ao-M inal O Ua•" t ta, - u t Oe uCd, . at. all excep.t

when you •O u a odeiflun t whu can hike a rortor

,G inn as th±e gov aidjlnt in ca,,ncnrnec; L ma5kces a, contr8.ct

!a evenC distrcL wh a •.t• c cr .ck ,1 a1 i, aorteks to

nesoor Chose cases which the governmenL wants e.oyrtoc.

in tho bOUihC,_i- jistru1 c L of Mew Y&i'r, (ccaus6 of the

volume of business, the tors of contract in verj advalrtaeous

• A- *- -Vo Choc 6anon€wuatn. Whiey nequiira• Cihc reyiopltur to P~epopb vvep"y

case wie, L1i'.Qn anyono o p•,r. Cho 1theiptau b or not. ihen the

lovernmjent can alwa~js gct its ty-nscxipt free. Counlsel ifol

tho jeVieKnat Whi.io thay oird'r a, copy h•ave to pay for it.

Pr. hidalie. The gOVfii8-.Tiaeb 6,ons not get. a...t.lg GhaL

the defendant does not order or which the adverse oarvt does

not order?

The Uhairwian. *There are no transcripts exue yt on order

by the defendant.

hr. kiedall . With one exception Chat thiey wake a trans-

cript an•y time the judge wants it, but they do a lot of ribu irig

and feel Chat Chugs are, imposed upon, without paying fop Lt.

The ChairLman. in my di•triict the pavrties paiy the repu•,er

a per diem in addition to paying for tiB transcri]pt.

I'Ir. Mcdalie. you can bring anjbody in you please in manj

districts.

Wr. Crane. lou have these reporters in civil litiea&t a'.

ir. holt~zosf. in civil litigation the parties will make

arrangements with the reportir.

Mr. Crn•e. And he t,03-. the; testimony before the judge In
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hr. H.ltzoff. WVell, this contract requires that these

reporters take all criminal cases whether- the party orders the

t.Lanscript or not, but in most districts you do nob have such

contracls because the volume, of businEss does not armiount to

very much.

hr. Lrane. I mean in civil casts. There are rE;-porters to

takC civil cases?

Mr. Holzoff. The parties have to pay the reporter and

they, make their own arrangements.

Mr. Crane. They do?

hir. HOLt- z, f. Yes.

Pr. Crane. Good heavens'

Mr. Seasongood. isn't it a question rather that there

shouid be a stenographic ,eporter of all criminal proceedings

and that a transcript should b6 made available to the defendant

in some way by being taxed as part of tGhe costs? I think it is

most unfair to have this sort of thing. You get some poor

fellow and the judge has complete liberty to say what is in

his mind, and it is one of those things where the man has no

remedy.

Mr. Crane. Miay I ask whether there is any monrey for this?

Mr. Youngquist. Well, he does not recover his costs.

Mr. Medalie. he does not.

hr. Holtzoff. Heere is what happens: fo;e instance, -i the

Southern District of New Yoryk there are a large number of trials

which are not reported. The result is that there is no oppor-

tunity for appeal except on matters which appear of record. In
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many cases which are reported the defendant appeals in faorma

pauperis. He is able to get the transcript.

We often get requests from defense counsel -- e- we

cannot do anything about it. At times we used to order a

transcript fcr the government and then furnish it to the

defendant so that he could appeal. However, the Controaer

General has ruled that we cannot do it. So we are in a

difficult position as to that. i think it is a subject that

calls for legislation.

Mvr. Crane. Yes. You should not let the thing go by with-

out saying something about it.

Mr. Holtzoff. The subject requires legislation.

Mr. Seasongood. 4hy shouldn't it be reported by a steno-

grapher designated by the court and taxed as part of the costs?

Mr. Medalie. You have a difficulty there.

Mr. Holtzoff. You cannot do that.

Mr. Medalie. in districts in large cities such as New

York and Philadelphia before they start an important criminal

trial there is a discussion in advance of the trial. The court

asks counsel for the defendant, "Are you getting a reporter?"

Then you go out and get bids as cheaply as you can and

bring in your own reporter.

0 Mr. Crane. Dy God! What a situation!

1.r. Seasongood. I do not think you should have a situa-

tion like that. liaybe they may bring in a defendant's reporter.

The court should have the control over that situation as to

who shall report the case.

ivPr. Crane. i think he should be an official.

hr. Holtzoff. -Yes. That would take legislation.
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Mr. Seasongood. in our court the court designates a

reporter to take all cases and charges $t a day per diem for

each person for attendance and a certain amount for transcript.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think that the Supreme Court would

pass a rule requiring the government to hire official reporters.

It takes legislation to do that.

Er. Seasongood. The court designates someone to take all

civil cases.

The Chairman. Isn't this a matter that we should submit

to the reporter and ask him to confer with Mr. Chandler and

others in connection with the other rules and then come back

with a rule?

Mr. Seasongood. I am only suggesting to the committee

whether it is desirable for all cases to be reported and by

request to be transcribed and that the defendant be given a

copy to be taxed as part of the cost. I think that would be

helpful.

Mr. Dean. I think that would be helpful, but whether we

canaccomplish it or not, I don't know.

hr. Medalie. As a matter of fact, if there were a rule

on it prescribing official reporters the Controler General would

have to change his rule. Under the present rule there is no

obligation on the part of the government.

Mr. Youngquist. I would not say that all of the testimony

should be taken down. Wouldn't it be enough in only those

cases which were taken at the request of either party? In a

good many cases it may not be necessary.

Mr. Seasongood. In a great many cases defendants do not
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have any lawyers. What is the harm of having it taken down?

The ccurt stenographer is there when the court is in session,

and he can just as easily take it down. You do not have to

write it up unless there is a request that it be written up.

The Chairrman. Mr. Tolman tells me that it is on the

agenda and will come up for discussion two weeks hence. Perhaps

the reporter can get some light for us from that and confer

with Dr. Chandler and come back with a rule.

Your motion is, Mr. Seasongood, that it be the sense of

the committee that all criminal proceedings be reported by

an official reporter?

Mr. Seasongood. A reporter named by the court and that

the defendant on request be furnished a transcript to be paid

for as a part of the cost.

Mr. Medalie. I oppose the last part.

14r. Seasongood. Suppose you are a poor man who cannot

afford to buy a transcript and yet not be in forma pauperis.

Mr. Holtzoff says that if he is not in forma paureris, he does

not get a transcript. He cannot appeal without a transcript.

Mr. Medalie. There is a different question after a trial

has been concluded. in many trials lawyers do not order a

transcript of the testimony. As far as I am concerned I will

not try a case unless the client is able to pay for a transcript

of all the minutes, because I realize the handicap I am under

in not having it every night to use.

The Chairman. You are referring to day copy.

Mr. Medalie. Yes. Your provision refers to the run of

trials and furnishing that copy.

Mr. Seasongood. No. I meaa that he takes it down every
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day and then if the defendant wants it for his appeal and

presents the matter to the court he should have the right to

have it written up and have it taxed as costs.

Mr. holtzoff. That is a part of the costs? That does

not mean anything as far as the government is concerned,

because costs are hardly ever collected from a defendant.

Mr. Seasongood. Can't we collect from the government?

M•. Holtzoff. We cannot collect that from the defendant.

Mr. Youngquist. There is no provision for taxing costs

9 against the government.

IT. Holtzoff. If you provide for that, it is going pretty

far to provide that the defendant may demand copies of the

minutes. I think that if he does not have enough money to

pay for the minutes he should have them or make a showing and

give a reason to the judge why he wants them.

Mr. 3easongood. That is enough.

Mr. Wechslcr. if he wants to appeal, that is enough.

hr. Holtzoff. Yes, if he is asking for an appeal, but

I do not think he should be allowed to ask for the minates as

a me ment o.

Mr. Longsdorf. I do not think he should have it oven if

he wants to appeal, unless he pays for it, without showing the

probability that he will be successful on appeal or that he

has an exceedingly good chance of success.

Mr. Seasongood. I do not think you could show that to

the judge.

hr. Crane. I think you are getting toward a situation

in the United Statos with our incroase in litigation and getting

so close together that we are really all one. I think we have
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got to get a system such as exists in New York of stenographers

paid a salary, proportionate, of course, to the costs of

living in the particular loca••it and the amount of work.

Then anybody who wants the minutes pays for them.

in New York he pays for them except in murder cases where

the penalty is death. in that case the government -pay-s for

everything by furnishing him with a copy of the minutes. That

is only in murder cases in the first degrco. -hey get the

stenographerts minutes of all the testimony. As i say, that

is only in murder in the firsi degrec. in other cases the

stenographer takes down cver"thin8 and makes a complete

record. Why shouldn't they havo a compolct rooord

They can af:rord to pay the man at the top; then they

can afford to pay the roporter. They can afford to pay the

reporter as we-l as thay can afford anything else, and somiie-

times the reporter is ten times more ImDortant than the man

at the top.

I do not say that this has to come right away, but I think

that we should recsgniz that something Mlie this is neceszary.

You are going to get more and sioro of this, because central iz-

ton is bound to come and to gct .reater and greater, whether

you likit or not.

The Chairman. Then i think it is the s.nse of the committee

that we have reporters.

ir. cMra"on=a-. Mhat it-b th e •• •e of tho committee

that all criminal prcecedings shall be reported stcnogra,•'calli

and further thiit there bo a provision for furnishing transcQ2'pt

to thi-e defendant.
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0. as a matter of convenience that
fls. Mr. Holtzoff. That happens a

Cyl. the official reporter in civil cases will also report criminal

10.

re- cases,
sporter. Mr. Longsdorf. But appointed under the authority of the

civil rules.

Mr. Holtzoff- Yes.

The Chairman. Well, we know the sentiment of the com-

mittee! Rule 81, gentlemen.

RULE 81

Mr. Robinson. This rule is tentative.

Mr. Crane. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. It is necessary that

I leave now. I am very glad to have met all of you gentlemen-

The Chairman. What about this scire facias?

Mr. Robinson. In working in this Rule 81 it has applica-

bility to the civil rules provision. We put it in just for

that with the consideration of possibly striking it.

Mr. Holtzoff. Scire facias is used in criminal cases for

the purpose of forfeiture of bail bends.

Mr. Medalie. That is the only use.

Mr. Longsdorf. It is abolished in the civil rules.

Mr. Holtzoff. In some districts they enforce bail bonds

in civil cases; in other districts it is regarded as a part of

the criminal proceeding.

Mr. Orfield. There is a Supreme Court case calling it a

criminal proceeding-

Mr. Wechsler. I would think that in a procedure to for-

feit bond that such is a civil proceeding. I think that is one

instance where I would be prepared to make a positive judgment
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and say that it is a civil one.

Mr. Holtzoff. There is cne advantage in the writ of

scire facias. It is a summary proceeding and you do not have

to bring suit on the bond. It brings the bondsman in and if

he does not come in you forfeit the bond summarily.

Mr. Medalie. You have got to have a section on bail.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. That would supersede it.

Mr. Seasongood. Did the Supreme Court say it was criminal?

Mr. Orfield. They called it such forty or fifty years ago.

Mr. Youngquist. Then I do not see why we should say it is

civil.

Mr. Robinson. Do you want to delete mandamus?

Mr. Holtzoff. The civil rules delete mandamus.

Mr. Robinson. The civil rules do abolish it. Do we want

mandamus in the criminal rules?

Mr. Medalie. The only mandamus I know of in connection

with a criminal case is a mandamus from the circuit court of

appeals to the district court to try a case or dispose of it.

You cannot get a trial and you want to get the trial or the

alternative, which in your case is a dismissal of the proceedings

because the district attorney does not want to try the case.

Mr. Seasongood. Is that a mandamus?

Mr. Medalie. It orders the district court to try the case

or dismiss it.

Mr. Youngquist. They did that in the Madison Oil case.

Mr. Seasongood. It is a civil proceeding.

Mr. Robinson. It is a question whether the abolition of

the mandamus by the civil rules is a matter which we must consider
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Mr. Waite. Why should we say anything about it at all?

I think it is wise to strike it out.

Mr. Longsdorf. I second the motion.

Mr. Seasongood. Mandamus is a civil proceeding. There is

no sense in abolishing it in the criminal rules. It exists or

it does not exist.

Mr. Robinson. It was put in here for the committee's

information. I am only inquiring for information, as Judge

Crane said.

The Chairman. What about removed proceedings? Does any-

body say that we should not say anything about that? Does

anybody say mandamus is a criminal remedy?

Mr. Medalie. I ran across several removal cases. There

was a case started in the state court and then removed to the

federal court.

Mr. Youngquist. A criminal case?

Mr. Medalie. Yes. There were cases of prohibition agents

shooting persons.

Mr. Waite. The use of mandamus plays a very important

part in Michigan practice and I would hate to just abolish it.

On the other hand, I do not think that we need to say that it

still exists. I think our object should be to just let it alone.

Mr. Holtzoff. This would not abolish the procedure. It

means that the relief heretofore obtained by the writ of mandamus

can be obtained by motion or appropriate action under the prac-

tice prescribed in the rules. Wouldn't that meet your objection?

Mr. Waite. I have this sort of thing in mind. A judge

of the Recorder's Court in Detroit dismissed a great number of

prosecutions on the ground that the evidence had been secured
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by unreasonable search. Under our statutes the argument was

made that the search was reasonable, but there was no way for

the state to appeal. So what the state did was to go to the

Supreme Court for a writ of mandamus ordering the trial judge

to restore those cases to trial, and it worked.

Mr. Holtzoff. We mandamused a district Judge some years

ago to bring a case to trial.

Mr. Seasongood. But is it a criminal procedure? You

order a particular criminal case to proceed just like an

11 injunction, but an injunction is a civil proceeding.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes, it is a civil proceeding. I got the

impression that has been positively decided by the federal court

that when mandamus came out of the circuit court of appeals it

is always more of an ancillary right necessary to the exercise

of the jurisdiction of the circuit court of appeals. That juris-

diction would not be exercised until the case is brought and

decided upon. If I am right about that then the use of mandamus

pertains to the circuit court of appeals and we have nothing to

say about it beyond the possible exception of appellate rules.

Mr. Medalie. What happens in a case like this: A defendant

is awaiting trial for three or four years and wants a trial or

wants a dismissal? Where does he go to direct the district court

to try his case?

Mr. Holtzoff. He goes to the circuit court of appeals.

Mr. Medalie. Then you have got a provision for mandamus,

haven't you?

Mr. Dession. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. These are rules for the district court.

This abolition of the writ of mandamus would not affect the
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mandamus issued by the circuit court of appeals. That is the

way the corresponding civil rule has been construed.

The Chairman. Do you know of any other place where mandamus

is used by a district judge in a criminal case?

Mr. Medalie. I do not believe anywhere.

Mr. Youngquist. You mean in the district court?

Mr. Longsdorf. No, they have no mandamus power except in

the District of Columbia.

Mr. Dession. In order to bring the matter to a head I move

that we strike out (b) and leave the question of scire facias

for the bail bond rule.

Mr. Dean. i second the motion.

The Chairman. All those in favor of the motion say aye.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. Opposed.

(There was no response.)

The Chairman. It is carried.

(c). Removed proceedings.

Mr. Longsdorf. I would like to make this observation about

removed state criminal proceedings which can occur and have in

some times. There are still state prosecutions and it seems to

be obvious when that state criminal proceeding is brought into

federal court by removed proceedings why the federal court is

to apply the state criminal law. I think we should be very

cautious about saying how this is done. I mean in the same way

as if it were begun in the federal court for a federal crime.

Mr. Holtzoff. They follow federal procedure today.

Mr. Wechsler. It is quite a complex study and I think it

should be studied in the light of the decision on removed
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criminal proceedings.

Mr. Orfield. In a removed case you apply the state sub-

stantive criminal law. It would not follow state procedure.

Mr. Longsdorf. I wonder if you have any statistics about

the number of state criminal proceedings that were removed.

Mr. Holtzoff. Very few.

Mr. Medalie. Under the prohibition law there were some in

which prohibition agents shot people.

Mr. Holtzoff. In prohibition days there were some but we

get very few now.

Mr. Dean. You get them in murder cases where a federal

agent is involved.

Mr. Medalie. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. The case of Marshal Nagle.

Mr. Holtzoff. No, that was habeas corpus.

Mr. Medalie. But it should have been done that way.

They took the short cut by habeas corpus.

The Chairman. Let us get back to this.

Mr. Medalie. I understand that we want to find out whether

federal or state practice applies. I take it that as suggested

by Professor Orfield that the federal procedure would apply.

Mr. Orfield. There are cases in which they rule both ways.

Some of them suggest you take state substantive law and then

federal procedure.

Mr. Medalie. Can we without violating the Constitutional

rights provide that federal procedure apply?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. I think so myself.
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Mr. Seasongood. We are only concerned with the procedure,

not substantive rights.

Mr. Medalie. Why can't we make then a provision that we

want to get?

Mr. Jaoltzoff. I think we could.

Mr. Longsdorf. I think we should be extremely careful.

Mr. Dean. You have a practical problem because the state

prosecutor is a man who ccmes in and he is presumed to be

familiar with the state procedure, and if we depart too much from

it it may be difficult, to say the least.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think it would do the state prosecutor

good to learn the federal procedure.

Mr. Youngquist. We are going to make it so simple that

even the state prosecutor can learn it.

The Chairman. Make it so simple that perhaps he will want

to stay in the federal court.

Mr. Medalie. The judge knows all the state law and the

procedure.

Mr. Youngqui st. I beg your pardon?

Mr. Medalie. The federal judge knows about the state law

and the procedure. That is the law, isn't it?

Shouldn't we have a suggestion to leave it to the reporter

to put in words "these rules apply so far as they may"?

Mr. Seasongood. I think you have to go further than that.

That does not mean anything.

Mr. Dean. I would like to suggest this with reference to

the removed cases. In two or three leading cases where this has

occurred in the last four or five years, we may get some light

from the district judge and the prosecutor. In a murder case in
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Memphis in 1935 it went on for several weeks, and it must have

been quite a headache as to whether they were proceeding under

federal or state procedure. I think that the district attorney

and the court could throw some light on that.

The Chairman. This will be referred back to the reporter

to get information on that.

Mr. Robinson. The general sentiment of the committee is

that it does apply to removed cases?

The Chairman. The general sentiment of the committee is

that federal practice should prevail.

Mr. Robinson. Is that correct?

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes.

The Chairman. The District of Columbia. Section (d).

Mr. Longsdorf. Do we want to include the insular courts

as well?

Mr. Seasongood. All of those courts that are named,

China, Alaska, and all the others.

Mr. Medalie. This may be unnecessary in view of the

specification of the court to which the rules are to be

applicable. I think it should come at the beginning.

Mr. Seasongood. That is what occurred to me, referring

to the specifications in the first or second rule.

The Chairman. Why was this in the civil rules, Mr. Tolman?

Mr. Tolman. In the District of Columbia there is a

difference in terminology. The judge in the district court is

a justice. You have to make that distinction.

The name of the court of appeals is different. Instead

of being a court of appeals for such and such a circuit, it

is known as the United States Court of Appeals for the District
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of Columbia. It is really a technical distinction.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think it was put in at the request of the
Bar Association of the District of Columbia.

Mr. Youngquist. I think the latter half of this should
come out because this particular rule deals with district courts

only, not with courts of appeals.

Mr. Holtzoff. We put in appellate rules.

Mr. Seasongood. Maybe we should bracket every instance
where we have reference to the court of appeals so that we may

know whether it goes in or out.

The Chairman. Yes.

Rule (e).

Mr. Wechsler. I suggest that you do not retain that unless
there is some provision in the rule in which there is this
incorporation by reference to the state law or until the state

law is declared to be applicable.

The Chairman. What is the reason for this, Mr. Reporter?
Mr. Robinson. .lhe same reason that you have in the civil

rules. That is to the left. It is a question as to its
applicability to criminal cases.

Mr. Holtzoff. In the civil rules this was necessary
because the rule as to provisional remedies contain the state-
ment that the law of the state shall be applicable in federal

cou rts.

Mr. Youngquist. Has it any place in the criminal rules?
I do not recall any occasion for it.

Mr. Robinson. What about it, Mr. Dean?

Mr. Dean. I am not sure.

Mr. Medalie. Suppose we pass that question until we see
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what is proposed by the reporter. I think we should reserve

decision on that until we see what is in car rules.

The Chairman. Then if there is any reference in our rules

to state law, this will be eliminated.

Mr. Wechsler. Yes.

The Chairman. Rule 82.

RULE 82

Mr. Youngquist. When the law of the state is referred to,

does the law include the statutes of that state and the

ordinances and local regulations?

The Chairman. No. They are subject to proof, aren't they?

Mr. Seasongood. The law includes the statutes. Whenever

the law is referred to the word "law" includes the statutes of

the case.

The Chairman. How about judicial decisions?

Mr. Youngquist. It should go to enactment.

Mr. Seasongood. Does that take in judicial notice?

The Chairman. What do you have, Mr. Reporter?

Mr. Robinson. Strike out "construe". That will serve the

purpose.

Mr. Longsdorf. Is it statutes and decisions of the state?

Mr. Robinson. That is satisfactory.

Mr. Medalie. Is that a correct definition that the law of

the state may not be covered by statutes or judicial decisions?

Mr. Longsdorf. You will never adjourn if you go into that.

Mr. Seasongood. If you make a statement that they never

include municipal enactments and regulations having the force

of law, then we will come back to, do we need to discuss them.
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The Chairman. Let us pass it and make a note of it.

We have Rule 82.

Mr. Medalie. What is the need for that rule?

Mr. Holtzoff. It is in the civil rules.

Mr. Medalie. What is the applicability for this?

The Chairman. You are going to find out that it comes up

in the minds of members of Congress that something may be done

to take a man away from home and try a case in which he is in-

volved. It does not hurt us any and I think it is desirable

to have it in.

Mr. Wechsler. I have this question. Are we satisfied that

there is nothing in the immediate future in criminal procedure

that should be touched by these rules within the limits that the

Constitution may permit them to be with respect to venue?

Mr. Robinson. What do you have in mind?

Mr. Wechsler. I have this generalproblem in mind: I think

it is an abiding problem in criminal cases that the law of venue

is controlled by the substantive rule as to where the crime was

committed. In criminal courts you are dealing with continuing

crimes like conspiratorial crimes committed over a broad terri-

tory sometimes, and the consequences are that you have at least

a general question as to the propriety of grouping defendants in

many large-scale transactions.

I do not suggest that this is a problem that would yield

itself by rule, but I do suggest that it may catalog an important

problem in connection with criminal procedure in our federal

courts, and I state that that problem is one of the most

important. With respect to substantive law, in my judgment I

think it is generally a long procedural problem that merits
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study as to what can be improved upon.

Mr. Robinson. I would be glad to have improvements or

suggestions made.

Mr. Wechsler. It is a matter of reading the cases on venue.

The Chairman. Would you have curbed such things as the

Wisconsin Oil case?

Mr. Wechsler. That is a problem.

The Chairman. That is a very real problem.

Mr. Longsdorf. I think that is a matter which is outside

of our province.

Mr. Wechsler. No. The matter of procedure is within our

province.

Mr. Longsdorf. Some features of it. You cannot alter

venue as laid down in 28, 101.

14 Mr. Wechsler. Yes, you can by rule.

Mr. Longsdorf. I do not believe that.

Mr. Wechsler. Isn't that a procedural matter which would

limit the existing rules?

Mr. Longsdorf. I do not believe it.

The Chairman. Venue in my state is governed by rule in

court.

Mr. Wechsler. There is a constitutional protection to the

defendant which we could not alter if we wanted to, which we do

not, but this other aspect of the matter is something different

that causes me concern.

Mr. Longsdorf. You could not move a civil case to a place

where the property was not situated.

Mr. Wechsler. Not by rule.

Mr. Dean. This rule may be read not in its strict sense
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but in a very broad sense that nothing in these rules extends

or limits the territorial construction in civil proceedings.

We may give in severalplaces the power to the district court

to do certain things in any criminal proceeding out of his own

district.

Mr. Longsdorf. Aren't we going to have some pretty serious

questions when we take up the proceedings for removal from one

district to another for trial? It may be a useful section.

Mr. Holtzoff. Mr. Dean, I think that that is answered by

the fact that this is a case where in the civil rules it has not

been construed to prevent a judge from doing things outside the

district.

Mr. Dean. That does not mean much to me because I may

think of a hundred problems in which it would extend the power

of the district Judge. I would like to canvass everything we

do before we adopt this rule.

The Chairman. Leave it open and refer it back to the

reporter.

Rule 85.

RULE 83

Mr. Seasongood. It says that these rules shall be

furnished to the Supreme Court. I think that they should also

be made available to the bar.

The Chairman. Aren't they promulgated in every district?

I mean in printed form.

Mr. Seasongood. I think that is one of the things that

should be taken care of. We have a multiplicity of rules and

regulations.
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The Chairman. Well, Mr. Tolman says that the administrative

office has been publishing local rules for the benefit of the

court.

Mr. Seasongood. May we get them on request?

Mr. Tolman. I imagine so. We do not make up any large-

scale distribution.

Mr. Seasongood. How many copies would you provide for my

district?

Mr. Tolman. That depends on what the district court

requests. I would rely on his Judgment. Law libraries have

copies of the rules.

Mr. Seasongood. But we do not want to chase up to the

law library. We want it on our desk at the time.

Mr. Tolman. I may say that usually copies are available.

Mr. Seasongood. I will move for tentative consideration

to request that after promulgation they be made available to

the bar.

Mr. Robinson. We may leave that for the administrative

office.

Mr. Seascngood. What is the method of distribution? How

many can you distribute to the various districts? How many will

you distribute to New York or to the clerk in our district?

Mr. Tolman. We usually have a certain number of copies.

Mr. Seasongood. All right.

The Chairman. This rule is the weak link in the whole

system because in some districts the local rules are longer than

the general rules.

Mr. Burke. Another thought occurs to me in that connection:

"By action of a majority of the Judges thereof may
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from time to time make and amend rules governing its

practice not inconsistent with these rules."

In many instances in the adoption of the rules you have

adopted the language of the statute "In the discretion of the

court or with the consent of the court#" with one general

blanket rule in cases of that kind. Now it may be used as a

basis for a general rule which would change many of the things

that it seems to me you have sought to accomplish here.

Mr. Dean. It would encourage district courts to promulgate

rules in criminal proceedings. Don't we do that by this rule?

Mr. Wechsler. I question their authority to promulgate

rules; at least rules of criminal procedure. There is nothing

in the statutes for that.

Mr. Medalie. Every court has inherent right to prescribe

procedure, and there is a necessity for its having that right

so that it can have an orderly procedure.

Mr. Longsdorf. So far as I know there is. no restriction on

that right and there should be nothing inconsistent with the

statutes or rules pertaining to the statutes. Besides that,

there is an act which gives them that authority, and which has

not been repealed.

I think it is necessary for the district court to make

rules. Those rules may refer to the date when certain things

can be done, and the matter of notice, and so on.

Mr. Wechsler. We need say merely, "not inconsistent with

the rules or any provision of law."

Mr. Medalie. I think they are able to make rules. I have

no doubt of their authority to make them.
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The Chairman. What is your pleasure?

Mr. Longsdorf. I would like to ask a question. Upon

furnishing to the Supreme Court of the United States copies of

the local rules adopted by the district court, are those rules

thereafter judicially noticed?

The Chairman. In the district? By the district court?

Mr. Longsdorf. By the Supreme Court of the United States?

Mr. Wechsler. Are they judicially noticed now, whether

they are furnished or not?

Mr. Longsdorf. Mr. OConnell out in San Francisco found

that out.

The Chairman. I am not sure that I got Mr. Burke's point.

Mr. Burke. Maybe I was not quite clear. It seems to me,

for instance, in connection with the rule we adopted permitting

invitation, there was the equivalent of pretrial procedure.

That authority was made to amend the rules governing this

practice not inconsistent with these rules, but in extending

local rules there may be an effect which was not contemplated.

The Chairman. The court may require pretrial procedure.

Mr. Burke. Yes. The judges may pass a general rule where

I think you have in mind in some of the rules a procedure in a

particular case.

The Chairman. We have in mind giving specific authority.

Mr. Burke. Is that to a single case?

The Chairman. No. Mr. Medalie has pointed out that there

are various things which must be the subject of local rule.

Mr. Burke. That is correct. Otherwise there would be no

orderly process, but do we eliminate the effect of some of the

things you have sought to preserve in the way of the specific
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right of the defendant which may be included in the general

rule which would provide what you have in mind. I do not know

if I am clear.

Mr. Dean. I think we may eliminate this rule altogether.

However, what Mr. Medalie says is true, that courts have the

power to make rules, and they may relate to everything from

the size of the paper to whatever else you want to mention.

However, it seems to me that if this rule were adopted we

encourage in every district for judges to get together and sit

around a table and completely revise the criminal rule.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think we could afford to leave this

out because the civil rules have such a provision. If we leave

this paragraph out, the implication will be that local rules may

be made for civil cases but not for criminal cases.

I think that it is true that one or two districts have gone

pretty far in adopting too many local rules but that is not done

in most districts. If you give such power in civil cases

and then leave it out of criminal cases, the question is whether

you are depriving the court by implication of the right to adopt

any local rules.

The Chairman. The civil rules went into effect in

September, 1938. I was made chairman of the local rules com-

mittee and went to work surrounded by four other technical

lawyers. We have not yet agreed upon local rules, and last week

the Court took the rules away from us and said, "I will fix the

local rules."

Mr. Justice Roberts is coming to the Judicial Conference

and they are ashamed not to be able to say that they have any

local rules. Yet we have been able to carry along for three
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years without a single effective local rule.

I think that it should be possible to have the reporter
affix a note to the rule that we recommend that the district

judges use this power very sparingly.

Mr. Dean. Could we not say with respect to Rule 83 that
"in cases where the rules may be promulgated by the district

court that they shall not be inconsistent with these rules,"

or something of that sort?

The Chairman. I have examined some of those and most of
them need never have been adopted. They are just drivel, and
I have looked at about eight or ten of these local sets.

Mr. Dean. Well, in that way we may get away from this

drivel.

Mr. Tolman. Some of these local rules have been perfectly
outrageous. I worked with a committee headed by Judge Knox
which was studying local rules, and I think that probably 75
percent of the local rules were useless, and many of them were
inconsistent with the federal rules of civil procedure, and
some of them put in additional requirements that the federal
rules for civil procedure never contemplated.

Mr. Holtzoff. Suppose we leave this rule to the reporter
in accordance with the sentiment of the committee?

The Chairman. The question is that we leave this with the
reporter, having in mind the thought just expressed by Mr. Dean.

Mr. Dean. That the reporter may adopt such rules as are
necessary to carry this into effect.

The Chairman. We will pass on to rule 84.
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RULE 84

Mr. Robinson. That was referring to Rule 8 that suggested

forms of written accusation be prepared. I think it was gen-

erally agreed that the forms attached to the civil rules have

been useful.

The Chairman. Any objection to that?

Mr. Seasongood. I would say "brevity and sufficiency."

I want to know whether that is the proper form.

The Chairman. Is that necessary?

Mr. Seasongood. All right. I withdraw it.

The Chairman. Rule 85.

RULE 85

The Chairman. I would put some initials like F. R.

CR. P.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think you have got to have initials that

will not cmflict with the rules of civil procedure because

the initials are the same.

The Chairman. How about CR?

Mr. Medalie. You have to say CRIM.

The Chairman. That is what I wanted to bring out:

F. R. CRIM. P.

Mr. Dean. Shouldn't this be rule number 1?

Mr. Robinson. That is a question I wanted to take up.

The Chairman. Rule 86.

RuLE 86

Mr. Holtzoffe I am wondering whether the first sentence
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should not conform to the first sentence in the civil rule,
Mr. Reporter? I do not know but I am just asking for informa-

tion.

The Chairman. The reason for the blank is that we do not
know which Congress it will be taken to.

Mr. Medalie. I think it is unnecessary, as a matter of

fact.

Mr. holtzoff. Suppose a person has filed a demurrer and
the demurrer has not been disposed of?

Mr. Medalie. All right. You have answered it. I just
wanted to know what the answer would be if someone from New

York asked me.

The Chairman. That will be all for now. We will take up
the rest this afternoon.

(Thereupon, at 12:55 o'clock p. m., a recess was
taken until 1:50 o'clock p. m. of the same day.)
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9/11/4 1 AFTERNOON SESSION

The proceedings were resumed at 1:30 o'clock p.m., at the

expiration of the recess.

The Chairman. Let us proceed, gentlemen.

Rather than take up the appeals rules one by one, I think

it might be well, in the time that we have left, first to ask

the reporter and then Mr. Holtzoff if they will state generally

the matters that they think might be improved in the appeals

rules and get the views of the committee on those points, and

after we have disposed of that I would like to ask each member

to suggest to the reporter the additional topics that he thinks

should be covered by the rules.

If this program is agreeable to the members of the committee,

I will ask Mr. Robinson now to comment generally onthe changes

that are sought to be made by the appeals rules that have been

drafted and submitted here.

Mr. Robinson. The only change of any importance between the

rules of criminal appeals and the criminal rules on which we are

working is the abolition of a bill of exceptions. Outside of

that we have substantially incorporated in our rules the provi-

sions of the rules of criminal appeals.

Is that right, Mr. Holtzoff?

Mr. Holtzoff. I think so.

The Chairman. Is there anything to be said in favor of the

continuance of a bill of exceptions?

Mr. Seasongood. What do ycamean? As I understand, the

appellant makes up what he thinks should be included, and then

the Government can ask for additional parts, and that constitutes

the bill of exceptions. Isn't that the practice under these
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rules? The court no longer has to fix the bill of exceptions.
Mr. Holtzoff. It does 4A Under the present criminalappeals rules. Under the civil rules it does not. On thisparticular point, the purpose of this draft, and I think it isa very good one, is to simulate the criminal practice to the

civil practice and abolish the bill of exceptions.
Mr. Dean. What do You substitute for it?
Mr. Holtzoff. You substitute the transcript or so muchthereof as either Party wants to include. Therefore, you do nothave to go to the trouble of settling bills of exceptions anymore. That is the civil procedure. I think the reason the billof exceptions is in the criminal appeals rules is that they wereadopted in 1934. The improvements in the Federal practice didnot come until later. Otherwise the criminal appeals rules

could Stand Pretty much as they read now.
The Chairman. Is there any objection to considering thatas a principle that we would like to see applied if we are

assigned the task of drafting appeals rules?
Mr. Burke. Does it represent any substantial reduction ofthe right of defendants in the matter of appeals?
The Chairman. Oh, no. He has a right to say how much of

the record he wants to go up.

Mr. Youngquist. It extends it, really.
The Chairman. It extends his right and relieves the court

and counsel --

Mr. Holtzoff. And it is no longer necessary to transformthe testimony into narrative form. You just file your
stenographer's transcript or as much of it as you need.

Mr. Medalie. Practically, in our circuit it means this.
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You put in the so-called clerk's minutes, which state what

happened. You can leave a large part of it out, if you want.

It takes more time and expense if you leave it out. Then you

incorporate the stenographer's minutes, taking out unnecessary

colloquy, and you include such prior proceedings as necessary.

The practical thing is to go ahead and print the whole

business.

Mr. Holtzoff. In some districts they still follow the old

practice of transforming the transcript to narrative form.

Mr. Medalie. That is an old vicious practice which goes

back to the ancient days, when you were not sure of what

happened at the trial and where you relied on your own notes

and the judge's notes. That practice persisted in New York

until about 25, 26, or 27 years ago.

The old practice was to take your stenographer's minutes

and go to the terrible work of reducing it to a narrative. That

was your proposed case. Your adversary then proposed what he

called amendments, and then the appeal was halted. You then

wished that on the trial judge, who settled the case and had to'

settle the disputes and bickerings of counsel as to what should

go in and how it should be said, with the net result that it

took a long time, even if you were in a hurry, even if both

sides were in a hurry, for an appeal to come on.

A few years ago Learned Hand wished on our circuit, for

some inadvertent remark he made somewhere, this business of

reducing the record of the trial to a narrative form, so that

the entire office will take three weeks off to prepare a mail

fraud case for appeal.

Now that is no longer necessary. We are all agreed that
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that is not necessary. You now get an appeal, in the case of
a record of a thousand or two thousand pages, in acmmparatively

2 short time. The printer can do it for you if you turn the
papers over to him. That we ought to keep. I do not think we
need worry very much about the reduction of the stenographer's

transcript --

The Chairman. But, answering Mr. Burke's question, there
is no loss of any rights to the defendant?

Mr. Medalie. No. He can put everything in.
The Chairman. He gains, because he gets it in the form

where, if the court wants to turn to a particular page of
testimony, he can come far nearer reproducing what happens in
court than he could th1 other way.

Mr. Medalie. You have another aspect, and that is the
assignment of errors. The requirement still is for assignments

of errors in criminal cases.

Now, a lawyer who has tried a case and prepared the record
for appeal will not omit any possible assignment of error,
particularly because there might be other counsel in the case,
and he will not exercise his judgment in the way that will
preclude the exercise of judgment by another lawyer.

Also, he is not sure of what he will put in his brief
until he has exercised a reasoned judgment on it and spent time
on it. Therefore, every exception that he finds in the record
is put in the form of an assignment of error, which the court
never reads, which his adversary ignores, and which is subjected
to a tremendous amount of expense and labor.

You remember that at the Second Circuit conference I
digressed and went to the point of denouncing the practice.
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Mr. Robinson. Judge Learned Hand and others agreed with
you. They said they did not read the assignments.

Mr. Medalie. Even in Judge Learned Hand's mind there
existed this idea, which he stated some years ago, not offi-
cially but in conversations with lawyers, semi-public expres-
sions of opinion, and which he repeats today, to this effect:

He says that if you want to sustain a conviction it Is a good
thing to be able to fall back onthe failure of an appellant to
make an assignment, which is, I think, unworthy of a great

judge like Learned Hand.

Mr. Robinson. He laughed when he said it.
Mr. Wechsler. He always does it in his opinions.
Mr. Holtzoff. I think we ought to follow the civil rules.
Mr. Medalie. I do not think that anybody can point out

that there is any useful purpose served by assignments of error,
in view of the practice in modern times of Printing briefs,
which the other side has enough time to prepare answers to.

The Chairman. Are we all united on this?

Mr. Seasongood. On what?
The Chairman. The abolition of the assignments of error

and the Printing of the record in this modernized form, author-
ized by the civil rules.

Mr. Youngquist. Without a bill of exceptions.
Mr. Seasongood. I am not entirely clear, Mr. Chairman. I

just put this forward. It says here in the rules as they are
now that all of the proceedings relating to the record are in
the appellate court after you file your notice of appeal. From
the time of filing the notice of appeal -- that is Rule 4 --
the appellate court has supervision and control of the proceed-
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ings on the appeal, and wouldn't that have to be so if you

abolished the bill of exceptions? That is a good deal of a

burden. You cannot always get an appeaate judge, and they do

not want to be bothered with it, anyway.

Mr. Holtzoff. This rule relates to the mode of trans-

ferring the transcript to narrative form.

Mr. Seasongood. In one case I had the appellant filed

certain parts of the record, and the United States insisted on

a great mass of stuff, which cost two or three hundred dollars

to print. There is nothing to do really except to let that

go in.

Mr. Medalie. Unless the court gives you relief. Now,

that frequently happens in long and complicated cases that are

largely tried on exhibits.

The printing of exhibits is not only a great expense and a

great loss of labor, but it is of no value to the court in

most instances. The normal procedure, as you know, is to try

to agree with your adversary as to what may not be printed, and

you get a stipulation to that effect, with the provision that

either side may use any exhibit not printed for perusal by the

court.

If you do not agree with your adversary, the practice in

our circuit, which is almost always in session except during

the summer, is to have the court determine that question on a

motion.

The Chairman. If we could agree on these two points, I

would like to bring up a third one, which would be the recom-

mendation of the practice that originated in the Fourth Circuit

and has now been carried to the Third and adopted here in the
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Court of Appeals of the District, and it is this: that instead

of printing the record, the record from the district court

comes up in typewritten form, and each side is allowed to print,

as an appendix to his brief, those parts of the record on

which he desires to rely, with the original record being there

before the court, so that the court can get all of it if it

wants, and the original exhibits are there for the court to

look at.

3 The result is that you have your 50-page brief, then you

have an appendix, which may vary from 20 pages to 200 pages,

and the ultimate cost of the printing of these appendices is

determined by the outcome of a case in a civil procedure, except

that if any side prints something which the court concludes

should never have been printed, the printing bill for that

portion is deleted.

That is the rule in the Third and Fourth Circuits, and,

according to an article by Claude Dean, it saves counsel about

three-quarters of the cost which is ordinarily involved in

printing the record.

All of us know that in an ordinary case there are great

masses of the record that the court will never look at, and

your case gains strength from the fact that the court knows you

are printing the part that is worth looking at from your point

of view.

I wonder if that is not sanething that we might well give

consideration to and, if this task is assigned to us, urge it

on the court to be adopted as the universal rule in criminal

cases?

Mr. Dean. Do you send up just the one copy?
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The Chairman. Just the one copy.
Mr. Medalie. Couldn't it be done by any circuit court

adopting a rule to that effect?

Mr. Holtzoff. It is done now by circuit rules.

Mr. Medalie. Why do we need to add anything? Suppose

the Second Circuit finally broke down --

The Chairman. It has worked for years in the Fourth
Circuit, and it is working here in the District, which is a
district in which you have the heaviest records, from all these

appeals from administrative bodies.

Why shouldn't it be presented to the court?

Mr. Medalie. The reason I would suggest, so far as it
applies to my circuit, is this. The Second Circuit has a
tremendous amount of business, certainly more than any other

circuit --

The Chairman. I doubt if it has any more than the Court of

Appeals for the District of Columbia.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think the number of cases is larger in
the Second Circuit. The number of pages is more here in the

District.

Mr. Medalie. In other words, it is not found to be an

inconvenience --

The Chairman. Judge Groner is most enthusiastically in

favor of it.

Mr. Medalie. I think we ought to consider that, and I
think we should see what conditional resistance there will be

to it, and clarify it in our own minds and see what objection

there would be to that.

The Chairman. Mr. Dean has written an article on it. I
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will see if he won't send a copy of it to each member of the

committee.

Mr. Holtzoff. The First Circuit is considering it, if it
has not adopted it.

Mr. Longsdorf. We have used exactly the system that you
describe in the state courts in California for the last twenty-
five years, and in Oregon, somewhat different but practically
the same, for a little longer. We can still make use of a
bill of exceptions. It is legal, but it has fallen into
almost complete disuse.

I think it has worked very successfully in the state courts
in California. I won't say that the system is flawless, but
it works, and the profession has accepted it practically to the
exclusion of using a bill of exceptions, although the right to
use it still remains.

The Chairman. As a matter of fact, in cases coming up
from the circuits that have that rule to the United States
Supreme Court the United States Supreme Court has been accept-
ing original stenographer's records plus the printing of those
portions of the testimony that counsel want to rely on, not
without some grumbling, I understand, originally, but they
finally acquiesce in it.

From the standpoint of an indigent defendant or a poor
defendant, it is really a very desirable thing.

Mr. Medalie. What happens as to the time that the appellee
has to prepare what he thinks ought to be appended to his

brief?

The Chairman. That is fixed by the rules. He is allowed
so many days after the transcript is available.
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Mr. Medalie. Is he given adequate time?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. The time now for the writing of the brief

may not be as long as the time you need for the preparation of

the brief and appendix.

Mr. Holtzoff. You have to amend the rule fixing the time.

Mr. Youngquist. Ten days is provided here.

Mr. Holtzoff. Of course, this rule does not embody the

rule that Mr. Medalie mentioned.

Mr. Seasongood. Is there any difficulty with reference

to the correct printing of it in the brief? There is no

official supervision of the printing?

The Chairman. You do not have that in the Second Circuit.

There is no officialprinter.

Mr. Longsdorf. Mr. Vanderbilt, how do you get sufficient

copies of the reporter's transcript to supply counsel on both

sides -- I am speaking of civil cases -- and all of the counsel,

where there are numerous parties, with enough copies of the

transcript to choose what portions they want to print as an

appendix?

The Chairman. Well, ordinarily you have only two sets of

parties, a defendant and a plaintiff.

Mr. Longsdorf. What do you do when you have two or three

attorneys or firms associated on one side of the case, and each

one of them wants a transcript to see what portion he desires

to have printed as an appendix?

The Chairman. They order carbon copies for their use.

Mr. Longsdorf. I suppose so.

The Chairman. The saving is not on stenographer's bills.
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The saving is on printer's bills and facilitating the work of

the court.

Mr. Longsdorf. I have heard that criticism made. I guess

there is no help for it.

Mr. Seasongood. I move we recommend it.

4 Mr. Dession. I second it.

The Chairman. All those in favor say "Aye."

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. Opposed,"no."

Mr. Medalie. I would like to reserve my views on that.

I would like to consult with my judges in the circuit on that.

The Chairman. I think you will be convinced after you

read this article.

Mr. Dession. I would like to cite one case which illus-

trates the need for this. There was a conspiracy trial in

Connecticut for some labor officials. They were tried under

an old statute, with a 15-year penalty, and there were real

questions of law involved. They wanted to take an appeal, but

were out of funds by that time.

They moved the Supreme Court of Errors for leave to go up

on a typewritten transcript. Motion was denied, so there was

no appeal.

That sort of thing can't happen, and that was only a few

years ago.

The Chairman. That illustrates the stiff-necked attitudes

of the court.

Mr. Dession. That record would have cost $15,OOO to

print.

Mr. Longsdorf. There is one other thing about that method
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in a civil case. I cannot see any reason why you should not
send the original filesup and then get them back.

Mr. Medalie. Well, the parties usually have the exhibits,

not the court.

The Chairman. Are there any other suggestions with

reference to appeals practice?

Mr. Holtzoff. There is just one point, Mr. Chairman, on
the question of stays. I think perhaps we might want to pre-
serve the criminal appeals rules on the question of stays

rather than follow the civil rules.

The Chairman. Is that involved in the situation that has
made so much trouble in the Fifth Circuit, where a man will go

to see --

Mr. Dession. That is the amount of bail.

Mr. Wechsler. Perhaps I misunderstood what we are doing.
I thought the principle of our action was this: that we would
abide by the present criminal appeals rules except that we were
going to make the changes you referred to, to-wit, to abolish
the bill of exceptions and the assignment of errors and to
substitute therefor provisions for this other type of practice.

The Chairman. I mean on this abbreviated record.
Mr. Wechsler. Yes, but now Mr. Holtzoff raises the

question of stays, and of course, Rule 62 of the civil rules
deals with that. I just want to understand correctly that we
have not taken any action with reference to these other civil

rules.

The Chairman. We are passing by, for the moment, the
question of the detailed consideration of whatever appeals rules
appear in our draft, but saying that there are three changes
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that we would like to recommend to the court, if this ever falls

within our jurisdiction.

Now, I wonder if we might go on to the next point, which
is one of getting from the members of the committee a list of
additional topics that, in your judgment, should be incorporated

into our draft.

Probation was mentioned earlier. Juvenile delinquents.

Mr. Wechsler. Procedure on sentence.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Youngquist. You have, of course, arrests and proceed-

ings before the commissioner.

Mr. Longsdorf. Preliminary proceedings.

Mr. Burke. Proceedings on bail.

Mr. Wechsler. Arraignment.

Mr. Holtzoff. Removal proceedings.

Mr. Wechsler. Yes. That is very important.

Mr. Medalie. I think we might really make a contribution
on that subject, because of the abuses that come up occasionally.

Mr. Longsdorf. There is an obscure little provision, very
seldom resorted to, but it is in the statutes: Proceeding for

security to keep the peace.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is never used in the Federal courts.
Mr. Medalie. I did not know that there was sucha provision.
Mr. Holtzoff. Search and seizure. Habeas corpus.

Mr. Youngquist. Motions to suppress evidence.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is under search and seizure.

Mr. Longsdorf. Habeas corpus.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is a civil procedure.

Mr. Wechsler. I do not think we could handle that. We
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might get an authorization to deal With it. It is not touched

by the criminal rules.

Mr. Holtzoff. In the light of the decision that came up

from the Ninth Circuit, there ought to be somewhere, either in

the civil or criminal rules, a set of rules regulating habeas

corpus. Although habeas corpus is a civil proceeding, it is

really applicable to criminal cases.

Mr. Wechsler. You realize what the situation is now.

The civil rules apply except to the extent that they are in-

consistent with the old habeas corpus statute.

There are eight, nine, or ten provisions in the U.S.Code

regulating habeas corpus. In the case that you have in mind

5 the holding was that the rule authorizing reference was

inapplicable to habeas corpus, because the habeas corpus

statute provided for determination by the judge.

I think there is a case for re-examining habeas corpus

generally, but the committee on civil rules decided to retain

it and not to tamper with the habeas corpus statute, because

the civil rule provision is that the rules apply except to the

extent that they are inconsistent with the statute.

We ought to examine into the basis for their judgment, I

think, before we go ahead.

Mr. Holtzoff. It may be that perhaps the Supreme Court

will transfer habeas corpus jurisdiction to this committee,

because even though habeas corpus is a civil proceeding tech-

nically, it is generally used in connection with criminal

cases.

Mr. Youngquist. Don't you think we have enough now with-

out adding that?
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Mr. Holtzoff. Perhaps so.

Mr. Longsdorf. There are several kinds of habeas corpus.

The Chairman. Let us put a question mark after that.

Mr. Robinson. Just one more subject I have down here, and

that is contempt, if you want any consideration on that.

The Chairman. If possible, we will cover it.

Mr. Medalie. Mr. Longsdorf has expressed to me his opinion

again and again that wherever we are dealing with anything that

has aspects that are both civil and criminal we ought not to be

worried about the classification. We ought to deal with it if

we are going to make a contribution to the subject. The only

thing you would worry about is the number of the rule.

Mr. Holtzoff. Except that perhaps we might be encroaching

on the duties of the civil rules committee.

Mr. Medalle. The court could tell us that.

Mr. Youngquist. We ought not to go into anything outside

our duty as set forth without the Supreme Court asking us to.

Mr. Holtzoff. I would rather see habeas corpus in these

rules than in the civil rules, because as a matter of substance

they belong in the criminal procedure, even though it is a civil

procedure.

Mr. Youngquist. Mr. Chairman, might I interrupt the

discussion to ask what is the plan on procedure after the

reporter has done the tremendous amount of work that he is

assigned?

The Chairman. My thought was that after the reporter has

made a redraft of the rules in line with the sense of the

meeting the rules will then be distributed by mail to the

members of the committee, and each man will be asked to reply
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by memorandum with any suggestions or corrections.

That will soon develop whether or not we need another

general meeting of the committee on the subject of the rules

insofar as covered by this original draft.

We also have the next problem, which is the consideration

of the rules which will be before him as the result of these

topics now being thrown on the table. For the purposes of that

discussion I think we clearly will have to have another meeting

of the entire committee, to canvass them in just the same way

as we have been going over the first draft.

Therefore, one way or another, we will have another full

meeting of the committee as soon as the reporter is ready for

us. Now, as to when that meeting will be, that is something

that the reporter can say better than anyone else.

Mr. Medalie. What is the immediate outlook as to that?

Will it be within the next two months?

The Chairman. I think it is too much to expect that it

will be before Thanksgiving, but I hope it will be before

Christmas.

Am I too ambitious in that, Mr. Reporter?

Mr. Robinson. Well, I have talked to Mr. Strine and

Mr. Holtzoff. We think that two months for the work outlined

for us would give us a very busy time. We recognize the

pressure of time, of course. We would like to have at least

two clear months, if possible.

The Chairman. Yes, but my thought is that with these new

topics coming in we should seek to make financial arrangements

with the court to augment the staff. I think we would clearly

be asking too much of this relatively small staff -- very small
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in comparison with what is available on the civil rules

committee -- to do the work in the time assigned.

I think we can get addition I help from the Department and

perhaps people from the outside to give us a lift on these

special topics.

If that were done, would two months be too little to

suggest?

Mr. Robinson. For the record, the answer was that two

months would be too little unless we get additional help.

The Chairman. Mr. Wechsler?

Mr. Wechsler. I do not mean to suggest that the reporter

is incapable of working twenty-four hours or that any of his

assistants is incapable of working at that speed, but I have a

general familiarity with some of the topics that have been

suggested, and I must say that I just do not see how it is

conceivable that Mr. Robinson could do that much work in two

months and be satisfied that it was the real thing.

I earnestly suggest that this is the time, with the great

start that has been made in so short a time, to begin to

breathe a little more easily and be more concerned with cover-

ing the ground fully and without undue pressure than for speed

6 in submitting this to the court.

I may be wrong about this, but I feel very confident that

when these rules or proposals are submitted to the court, even

at this preliminary stage, there will be from the court the

most incredible demand for commentary to explain the principle

and reason for any changes that are made or to delineate the

difference between what we have got and what we had in the past.

I do not see how this material could be in conditiai for that
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kind of submission in anything like that time.

I am repeating the point that I have expressed

privately to you.

The Chairman. Mr. Wechsler, haven't we got an additional

step that must be gone through before this goes to the court,

because after we have our next general meeting we will still

have another process of revision, which will probably be just

as arduous as the one now contemplated, before the draft will

be ready to go to the court?

Mr. Wechsler. Well, I am addressing myself to the form

in which the material could most helpfully be before we have

that meeting, preliminary to submitting it to the court, and I

do not see any advantage in expediting the meeting if there will

be a delay after the meeting, during which the reporter has to

get the material ready for the court.

It seems to me that that should come first, and then we

could be of more use, if we are of any utility.

Mr. Waite. Mr. Chairman, is it possible to have only one

meeting before it goes to the court? I would assume that

another meeting would take up all the material that has not

been taken up at all at this time.

The Chairman. That is correct.

Mr. Waite. And perhaps it would go over the revision of

this material. Then I should think there would be another

meeting to go over the second time that which was taken up for

the first time at another meeting and put the matter in final

form for submission to the court.

The Chairman. I suggested this. I thinkyou were out of

the room for the second. I suggested that all of the material
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that we have here discussed will be redrafted by the reporter

and his assistants, and then that will go out to the members

of the committee. We will be asked to return.

If there are rules that meet with consent, we won't need

to discuss them at our next meeting. In other words, I think

that as to the parts that we have been over the process of

revision should be much easier than it was on this first draft.

Then in that meeting that we will come back to we will have

to discuss new parts of the rules, topics that we have just

suggested, in the same way as we have gone over these rules for

the last four days.

Now, whether there will have to be a third meeting of the

committee before the matter finally goes to the court will

depend upon what degree of success we have at our second meet-

ing.

Mr. Holtzoff. Mr. Chairman, after all, the draft is to

be submitted to the court only to secure its permission for

circulation in a tentative form, so that I do not suppose the

court will study it at this particular junction.

The Chairman. Of course, I should think that the court, as

in the case of the civil rules, would want something that would

go out to the bench and bar and come back laden with criticism.

As I understand it, there was hardly a section of the civil

rules that did not have to be revised as the result of the

suggestions made by judges or lawyers.

Mr. Wechsler. I do not remember. When the civil rules

were first distributed to the bar were there commentaries with

them or were they distributed alone?

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes, there were.
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Mr. Wechsler. My recollection is that there were commen-

taries and that those commentaries pointed up the discussion

of the bar. I think we ought to follow that practice here.

Mr. Longsdorf. Then there was a second tentative draft.

I would like to suggest that when the reporter completes

the recasting of these rules and sends copies of them so recast

to us, he determine on some sort of a form, the size of paper,

and so on, that we should use in our making our comments, so

thatwhen they come back they will work in with the plan of

materials which he has on hand.

I know from experience that a lot of stuff coming in on

different size paper is hard to handle. I think we would help

him somewhat if we do that, and we would make our comments

probably more pointed to him by doing it.

Mr. Youngquist. Mr. Chairman, I suppose somewhere in the

course of the proceeding there will be appointed a committee on

style. It occurs to me that if such a committee were appointed

it could probably begin its work after the next meeting and

prior to the submission to the Supreme Court, which might save a

good deal of general committee work.

7 The Chairman. Didn't the committee on style act after

submission to the Supreme Court?

Mr. Tollman. It worked immediately after the first draft

was submitted to the court, but that was one year after the work

was begun. For two years the committee on style worked, and

they held, I should say, meetings about six times, and saved a

large amount of work for the general committee.

The Chairman. Suppose, without trying to fix any dates, we

see how things work out.
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Mr. Longsdorf. Please do not tie the poor man down to a

date. I have been through all that. It is awful.

The Chairman. Of course, you know there are some of us

who have to get briefs ready by certain dates.

Mr. Longsdorf. I have done that, too, and that is awful.

Mr. Wechsler. I think, too, Mr. Chairman, we ought to

have some reasonable time to study the work that the reporter

has done before the meeting is called, and I think we ought to

have at least the time that is ordinarily accorded to counsel

after a brief on the outside has been filed.

Mr. Youngquist. As I understood it, we are to submit our

commentaries after we get the next draft. The commentaries,

of course, will be submitted before the meeting, and we need

some time to prepare that. When they are in we ought to be

all ready to go.

The Chairman. Well, I have had some experience with

committees, and I think it is safe to say that no matter how

much time is given, at least one-third of the members of the

committee will read the material on the train from their home

to the committee, and that at least another third of the

committee will never have read it until they come to the meet-

ing, and they will both start off about even.

Am I doing an injustice to my profession?

(There was a chorus of noes.)

Mr. Wechsler. May I ask one other question, Mr. Chairman?

Is there any guiding principle on this question? There are a

lot of provisions in the statutes which have appeared on the

left-hand page as we have proceeded here. Many of them have

been incorporated in proposed rules, either in substance, the
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same, or with some change, but many of them also have been

entirely neglected. Many of them deal with exceedingly minute

detail, and I do not for the moment say that it is not right to

neglect them, but is there any principle that the net product

shall try to tap or reproduce or address itself to the statu-

tory provisions that now exist?

I think in the case of the civil rules it is one of the

great virtues of the result that you can pretty much forget

about the statutes and confine yourself to the rules. Now, if

we were to make that an ideal --

The Chairman. That is because some of the statutes were

repealed immediately afterwards.

Mr. Wechsler. Precisely, but that is because the rules

address themselves to all the problems to which the statutes

were addressed.

The Chairman. Pardon me. I am in error. Mr. Holtzoff

says they were not repealed. They were left standing.

Mr. Wechsler. But what is the provision in the rules?

That they are ineffective to the extent that they are incon-

sistent with the rules.

Isn't it true that there is very little in the statutes

in civil cases governing procedure that is presently signi-

ficant? And that is because the rules address themselves

pretty much to everything and were developed in part with an

eye to what was in the statutes.

Now, I simply ask whether we have any principle with

reference to that problem. I may add that I think it would be

advantageous for the result if to the extent that we can we

cover the ground that is covered by existing Federal statutes
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of import, so that it won't be necessary for practitioners in

the future to start with our rules and say, "I must go through

the same old business of exhausting all the statutes to see if

there is anything there that is touched by the rules."

We can examine the statutes, and if we reproduce them in

the rules we are not enlarging the net bulk of the applicable

law.

The Chairman. Well, the reporters had that in mind, as

you will see from these forms which were prepared for discussion.

If we had discussed these rules following this form, we would

never have gottesthrough. This says:

"Present Federal Law. Why no change? Why change?

How change? Where now law?"

and then a statement as to who endorses the proposed rule and

who opposes it.

Mr. Wechsler. I know that, but I asked as a question

whether it was an ideal, an objective, to cover everything in

8 the law, or whether there was some principle of --

Mr. Robinson. The question is very general.

Mr. Wechsler. I will make it more specific.

Mr. Robinson. I will have to answer generally, too. I

think your objective is one that we have distinctly before us.

We feel that to the extent that these rules can be sufficient

within themselves to govern Federal criminal procedure, that is

a very highly desirable objective, and that is our objective,

and I think we can incorporate a good many of our statutes.

Mr. Wechsler. I wondered if there were a lot of Federal

statutes that were not included in the docaments you gave us,

because there was no comparable civil rule.
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Mr. Robinson. No. It was because there was no comparable

Federal statute. We have been surprised to find the extent to

which Federal criminal procedure is not statutory. A great

mass of it is not statutory. That is the reason for the great

variation between the various districts.

Mr. Youngquist. Couldn't we do this? Put an appendix on

the rules that specified sections of the statutes shall no

longer be controlling?

Mr. Longsdorf. We did in the civil rules. There is a

parallel table furnished with the civil rules and it was furn-

ished with the tentative draft that they sent out to us. There

is a parallel table showing the citations of the judiciary

statutes and the rule in another column which touches that

subject.

Mr. Youngquist. What I mean is this, Mr. Longsdorf: To

make it a rule that these specified statutes shall no longer

control in criminal proceedings. That would serve as a repeal

of those particular statutes.

Mr. Longsdorf. I would be afraid of that. I would prefer

the word "supersede" without repealing. It may result in the

same thing.

The Chairman. Before Mr. Youngquist gets away, I would

like to ask if the reporter can get the work done in two months

or something comparable to that. What time would best suit the

convenience of the committee for a next meeting?

Mr. Medalie. I could not answer that question.

Mr. Youngquist. As far as I am concerned, any time except

Christmas week.

Mr. Seasongood. I think Mr. Youngquist's suggestion is a
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good one, because a great many States have the provision that

you cannot repeal the statute without specifically mentioning

it.

•M.m o#r law,

Mr. Seasongood. It is a good thing to know it has been

repealed, so you do not have a question of whether the statute

is in conflict with the rule or whether it is not.

Mr. Dean. It is something that should appear in the

commentary to the rule, it seems to me -- what statute are we

superseding, what statute are we embodying in part, and what

statute are we embodying in full?

Mr. Seasongood. Mr. Youngquist made another suggestion,

and that is the order of the rules. He thought that the

logical order was to start at the beginning, and it seemed to

me that that was so. Start with the arrest and go right through.

The Chairman. I think we came to the conclusion that we

would abandon all hope of paralleling it with the civil rules

and resort to chronological order.

Mr. Dean. I was out of the room when you discussed the

subjects to be covered by the reporter. Was arrest covered?

The Chairman. Yes. Have you any others?

Mr. Dean. Proceedings before United States Commissioners.

The Chairman. We have that.

Mr. Dean. Habeas corpus.

The Chairman. That has a question mark.

Mr. Dean. Bail.

Mr. Longsdorf. There is another thing in connection with

preliminary proceedings, proceedings before United States

Commissioners. The statute qualifies a state magistrate to act
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as a committing magistrate. I think we ought to bear in mind

whether or not rules could be drawn with uniformity, so that in

case any state magistrate was called upon to act, he should

proceed in the same manner as the United States Commissioner

does.

Mr. Waite. At the risk of repetition, may I ask if there

was a suggestion that there be something about the power of the

court to exclude certain persons from the audience, as there is

in the state courts, for instance, to excuse youthful persons?

Mr. Medalie. Isn't that inherent in a court's power,

providing it does not violate the defendant's right?

The Chairman. I think it is an inherent right.

Mr. Waite. I think it is inherent. I would rather have

that.

The Chairman. The reporter willmake a note of that.

Mr. Waite. Also the power to order separation of wit-

nesses.

Mr. Medalie. The court exercises that power.

The Chairman. That is something that is not done in many

jurisdictions.

Mr. Medalie. The Federal courts in our locality exercise

that power, and no one ever questions it.

Mr. Waite. I suggest that you consider some provision

covering a conviction by the jury of included offenses, offenses

which are included inan indictment.

Mr. Longsdorf. That leads up to this. We have not said

anything about forms of verdicts yet.

Mr. Wechsler. And the subject of variance is related to

that.
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Mr. Longsdorf. Before we get too far away from the

statutes, there are,among the few Federal statutes that we

have, some, and notably Section 591, which combine a diversity

of subjects. I think those ought to be separated.

We have the preliminary proceedings in Section 591, and

then the removal proceedings very imperfectly stated in the

concluding part of Section 591. Let us separate that.

Mr. Seasongood. I have a note of the same thing Mr. Waite

stated. I took it that that was inherent, but maybe we ought to

know whether there is anything different in criminal cases.

Another thing is examination of the premises. Of course,

I would take it that the defendant would be present.

Mr. Robinson. I worid like to cite the case of Blackley,

70 Pacific (2nd) 799, a case from Washington, which I mentioned

in connection with joinder. There was an expression of belief

from Mr. Youngquist that the final decision there was against

the joinder, but the true situation is that at the trial in

court the indictment was quashed for error in joinder, and in

the higher court that was held to be error, by a divided court.

Two or three judges and the Chief Justice dissented. I just

want that in the record.

That was the case of a stage coach driver parking on a

highway, followed by a drunken driver, with the result that a

third party was killed, and they joined the first two.

Mr. Waite. There is another matter that I suggest for

your consideration, and that is the necessity for the actual

presence of the defendant in the courtroom.

Mr. Robinson. That is rht.

Mr. Dean. Well, I hope you do not write a rule that he
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must be present.

Mr. Robinson. It has beenstated that it is not necessary

to have all the defendants present at all times, especiallyin

these anti-trust cases.

Mr. Longsdorf. When you get one of those anti-trust

cases where a lot of corporate officers are indicted jointly

with the corporation, you drag them across the continent just

so they appear personally for arraignment. Then they go home

and they make another trip three or four months later when the

case is tried. They are perfectly responsible people. They

won't run away, and you just make them waste time.

Mr. Medalie. I understand that they do not attend the

trials. Do they?

Mr. Longsdorf. Well, they should not have to be present

at the trial. The suggestion was to do it by a summons, allow

them to authorize an appearance for arraignment without appear-

ing in person at the arraignment.

Mr. Dession. Why limit that to anti-trust cases?

Mr. Longsdorf. It should apply to all similar types of

cases.

Mr. Medalie. You mean cases where the penalty is not very

serious, like one-year cases?

Mr. Longsdorf. Well, they did not specify that kind of

case. They simply said it was useless procedure to drag

responsible people clear across the continent merely to arraign

them in the district where the crime was committed.

Mr. Holtzoff. You mean to allow a person to give bail

wherever he is and to return later to where the trial is being

held?
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Mr. Longsdorf. Yes, and make some arrangement for arraign-

ment day without being present.

Mr. Dession. That would be a difficult rule to frame.

Mr. Medalie. If the Government would object, its objec-

tion should be final on that. Now, the Government is not quite

as unreasonable as some people would like to have you think.

Mr. Dession. Some of your district judges are going to

have a feeling that they are discriminating. This class would

have to be defined in a way that meant a defendant in every kind

of case that met the requirements.

I am very much for using the telephone instead of a warrant

where it is feasible, but sometimes the court would be your

obstacle.

Mr. Medalie. If the court is opposed to it, it shored not

be done, but if the court and Government agree it ought to be

done and it is safe to do it, I think it ought to be all right.

Mr. Longsdorf. I am simply pointing out something that

ought to be done, not how it shall be done.

Mr. Seasongood. I raise the question whether there is

anything peculiar in affidavits of prejudice in criminal cases.

Should that subject be explored?

Mr. Robinson. That question comes up with contempt.

Mr. Seasongood. In any criminal case is there anything

special in that regard that requires different treatment from

ordinary statutes?

Mr. Holtzoff. ris a statute applicable either to

criminal or civil cases.

Mr. Wechsler. Was the subject of grand jury proceedings

mentioned?
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The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Waite. Does the question of change of venue arise in

the Federal courts?

Mr. Holtzoff. The Federal statutes do not provide for

change of venue.

Mr. Wechsler. That is an aspect of the proposition that

I propounded before, that venue is a subject that should be

considered. I think a change of venue should be possible in

the Federal courts.

Mr. Longsdorf. That would mean amending the Constitution.

Mr. Wechsler. If the defendant asks for the change, it

won't.

Mr. Holtzoff. I suppose the defendant would waive his

constitutional right.

Mr. Wechsler. Moreover, the change would be likely to

be made where the Government has a choice of venue, anyhow.

Mr. Medalie. I think that is a substantial fact. It is

not a matter of just local prejudice, as in some state statutes,

but where the Government should have tried them in Boston and

chose to try them in Duluth, he might have some reason on

account of local conditions.

Mr. Wechsler. In a conspiracy case the Government can

bring an action anywhere in the United States.

Mr. Waite. If he can find an overt act. Judge Roberts

told me he did his best to get the Sinclair and Doheny affair

out of the District of Columbia, but he could not find an overt

act anywhere else.

(A discussion as to the next meeting took place, after

which the following occurred:)
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The Chairman. I think we will have to leave the date

open f or the present.

Are there any other matters?

Mr. Dean. Is it feasible to send these rules out rule by

rule, rather than wait until they are all redrafted?

Mr. Robinson. I should think it would be desirable to

send them by sections, at least.

The Chairman. If there is nothing further to come before

us, we will adjourn subject to the call of the Chair. We thank

everyone for the helpful cooperation they have given.

(Thereupon, at 2:55 o'clock p.m., an adjournment was

taken subject to the call of the Chairman.)


